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GALLUP, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY, AUGUST 19, 1922.

VOL 7.

I INDIAN 'SNAKE
TIE ONLY PLACE ON EARTH WHERE
SUCH PRIMITIVE RELIGIOUS CERE- MONY IS PULLED OFF ANNUALLY

r

s""-

NUMBER 52.;

DMCEUGIlf

LUPTON BRIDGE GOES
OUT ANNUALLY

RAMAH ROAD TO BE
COMPLETED NEXT

COAL STRIKE

rrr

26

STRIKE SITUATION

HALTED
That Lupton bridge went out
FRIDAY NOON
Road Supervisor N. A. Rosa report
last week. It goes out annually, again
that the Fort Wingate and McGaffey
just
in the middle of the tourist season
The nation wide coal strike was road is about completed and that the
AND SOLEMN AS IT IS that
-Foutfit will be moved to the Gallup and A week ago Thursday trainmen
bridge goes out So far as known, halted this week
by an agreement to Kanian road next.
to operate trains out of
11 is ouiit DacK in th same
Alter this road has refused
and
resume
place
i
operations and allow further been
Needles, marooning some 800 passenSAVAGE.
in the same way. By going out an- negotiations
work
will
be
done
on
completed,
to go before board of
gers. A few days later trainmen renually and being rebuilt on the same
This agreement affects the Pinedale road, which will finish fused to
old lines of construction, will insure arbitration.
operate trains out of Win
the eastern coal miners and operators, road work for Mckinley county. This
thus tieing up traffic west of
me priage going annually for the bal
i
nd has but little or no effect with will give the county a system of as slow,
ANNOUNCEMENT
There has been no walk out
ante of time. This
coal miners and operators of the west fine roads as can be made of natural Gallup.
trainmen at Gallup, thus leaving
Oraibi, Arizona, Aug. 10. aging to tourists. should be encour and
by
earth
and
road
all
without
beds,
going
south.
in debt or issuing bonds.
Later: The Chnmh
No other the road open east of Gallup.
Editor Gallup Herald :
The Gallup American Coal
Express and mail have been held at
in the State can boast of better
county
.
You may announce that the "Snake Dance" will take place oi caimp, learning of this bridge
the largest and most extensive
Albuquerque for the west, very little
and
no
other
in
us
roads,
the
annual
county
in
tuning
in
got
five
miles north of Oraibi, Arizona.
the Gallup district, rec- State can
departure,
producers
August 26, at Hotavilla,
touch with State Engineer
boast of being out of debt. coming thru. Just why mail is being
Tom Mad- ognize- no union or
This
held at Albuquerque is not known.
Respectfully yours,
dux of Arizona, and received an anMcKinley
County is Republican.
runs
company
"open shop" mines.
Postmaster Perry Coon has wired
LORENZO HUBEELL. swer that the bridge would be open They
the
best
pay
possible wages, furofficials that there was no strike at
for traffic Friday, yesterday.
nish and provide the best possible liv- LEVY VAUDEVILLE
Gallup, but
(Friday noon),
with
FOR
conditions.
The
ing
SEPTEMBER 5 mail is being held at Albuquerque.
squeal
Gallup American
laughter. It is evident
Coal Company are full ud at nresent.
THE HOPI SNAKE DANCE
that the girl favored of each runner
Brotherhood
officials
are on the
MENAPACE-BAILEin Albuquerque always wins.
The Rex Theatre has booked the ground at Winslow, Needles and Los
having not one single house vacant
(By Ethel A. Hickey
If
had
are
There
more
houses
no
other
could
they
thev
rites all day
Levy Vaudeville Circuit for fall and Angeles. A settlement of grievances
Morning Journal.)
A message has been received an- and would
put more miners to work. winter
'
of traffic is excommencing and the
on the long until the hour of the dance at nouncing the
every village
Practically
of Miss Ethel They are providing additional houses with first performances,
five or a little later.
marriage
show September 5. This is pected at resumption
any minute.
Mesas in Hopi land has its
Him
Enrico Menapace in
and
Bailey
vaudeville
fast
as
the
as
same
This
comjust
circuit that fur- possible.
Union leaders say that this is an
Snakes in Kisi.
rtory of the origin of the snake dance.
pany will equip Mine No. 5 with every nished good shows for the Rex some lout-lastrike, but the men are out,
The court in which the dance occurs
There are scientific explanations, too,
for
off
time
their working
on account of the no trains being run west only by rail
possible advantage
ago, laying
looks as usual except for the kisi
interesting
but the most humanly
men.
Mine No. 5 will be a modern extreme heat in southern Arizona.
road officials.
The kisi is the
tbt story most closely related to the built at one end.
little city. Every convenience will be
The public are being held up, and
shrine of eottomvood boughs covered
of Greece, the Sehvfarz-walMAJ. TROUTMAN
The administration offices
provided.
can't understand why and how that
the Irish bops, etc. is the story with canvas wherein the snakes are
will be removed from Gallup to No. 6
an engine headed west ia "unsafe,"
MAROONED
m old Walpi grandmother told to her Hut mi uie ceremony, a snallow hole
FOR NEW POST
just as soon as the building can be
and when headed east, is "safe."
has been dug in front of it over which
Carlisle grandson, who, in turn, trans
constructed.
At Needles the trouble, so Raid, is
a board has been laid. This is
ON THE DESERT
lated it into English.
Coal production for the Gallup dis
that a guard shot a trainman, and
the entrance to the underworld
ROSWELL, N. M., Aug. 12. Major trict is now
Lone time ago, a great drouth vis
normal. The
also that the railroad equipment is
J. L. iroutman, who has been elected
ited Hopi land. The corn and the niel- - or the abiding place of the god.
of coal is being constantly
LOS ANGELES, Calif., Aug. 11- .- unsafe.
At five or a little later, the Ante- .y me ooaru oi regents oi me ew production
By and
Mt died, there was no game.
nereased and wi he
iust Tht TlIll'M.
At Winslow, so said, the equipment
nf th nnuttpnirtsrn BtrnnrlcI
institute to succeed, as fast as it is humanlv nossible to on
by the people themselves began to die lope priests enter the court with the Mexico Military
,
the dt'fert as the result of refusal is uiuafe.
I ne
cm mm same paraphernalia thev emnlnved the me jaie i.oionei J. 1 . Wlilson, as UO
SO,
( ounger and must.
At Gallup, so far. no action has
of members
of the "Big Four"
is regarded as one of
u superintendent,
After circling over
slanted many prayer sticks. The gods day before.
The
coal strike in this
been taken as to "unsafe," or "safe,"
a few times they take their the most academic men west of the district is of very little consequence brotherhoods to handle certain Santa condition
wre invoked in every way the people
Not only has his train- so far as it affects the production of Fe trains, was told in an appeal for no walk-ou- t of railroad equipment, hence
wold devise.
But never any rain. places on either side of the kisi and Mississippi.
or strike at Gallup.
help received here tonight from Selig-maThere was great sufi'c'rin
Then the sing lustily, rythmically and with a ing been ideal for the position to coal.
Plenty of men to crew trains east,
Ariz., by I. L. Hibbard, general
Two or three which he has been advanced, but his
children said, "We must help. How wild, vigorous melody.
As Mine No. 5 is being developed
not
but
a
man
to go west Trains
of the Santa F Coast lines.
can we make the gods listen ?
By limes during ineir song, tney num a experience at the school has been and equipped the production of coal manager
The Seligman message from pas- will run west out of Albuquerque, but
So! deep reverberating re'rain mat has such that equips him well to start his in this district will be
doing something that we hate."
abandoned
are
at Gallup west, and
greatly
sengers on train numbers 3, 7, and 9.
Thev em new work, ror the past few years he
they went out on the plain below and the effect of many cellos.
was signed by Roy M. Smith, and that's all.
and played with ploy no drum, though a shrill rattle has been at the head of the academic
snakes,
read:
Stnered
are occasionally work at the military school. He rethem in their mouths, and a
"In the interests of the suffering
All the time they keep up a ceived his bachelor's degree at Harand singing and dancing with them. used.
GALLUP
AMERICAN
women, children and invalids who are
IT IS HOLT'S WAY
certain rythmic weaving of their fea- vard in 1907, and master's degree .
Then came great rains and the peo
now marooned at Seligman, we urge
there in 1H08. He did post graduate
And the old thered wands.
ple's lives were saved.
ASSESSMENT RAISED
you to remove the cause of this, our
work at Columbia in 1916, receiving a
Then the Snake priests dash in
mn said. "The children have pleased
TO CAMPAIGN
needless suffering, of which we had
the rods bv Dlavine with that which literally dash in
their rattles jing-fe- master's degree there. He was elected
no warning. Please bring these trains
14.-- The
SANTA
N.
M.,
of
to
head
Aug.
FE,
the history department
the
the cods love.
We have learned our ""g madly, their
paddinir the
to
and do so withMS CRUCES, N. M., Aug. Id.
d
fcMon. ' bo they bound themselves
earth faster than ear can at the N. M. M. I. in 1911. and be- - Gallup American Coal company's as- out their destinations
in
prejudice to either side of the con- H. B. Holt of Dona Ana county, lead
sessment
for
was
came
and
lt22, today
placed
dean of the junior
the great
principal
Snake fraternity,
made conveniently count, They are wild
-candidate for the Republican scna '
troversy."
creatures painted reddish master s degree mere. He was elected at $1,373,R06 by the tax commission
and once every looking
longs and prayers,
Mr. Hibbard replied that all that ing
lonai nomination, when interrogated
$t;tif),993 higher than the company's
jear since then have appealed to the brown from top to toe. Their hair is to tne neaa of tne History department 1921
was
possible was being done and as- regarding the recently published an- valuation on the McKinley counrain with their "snake ragged and tufted with parrot plumes college in 1918.
sured the passengers thut efforts in nuuncement
of the resignation of
The election of Major Troutman, ty tax rolls.
who are the messengers to
their
behalf would be continued. He Judge Stephen B. Davis
When J. R. Finlay had his appraisal
of Las Ve
who is already familiar with details
Continued on Page 8, Column 1.)
ine underworld.
sent
to
a message
the brotherhood gas, from the supreme court, in order
of the school and on whom Colonel of the company's property he didn't officials
Thus was evolved, according to
at Needles, havii.g jurisdict- to become a candidate for the senaWillson relied to a great extent for include a new mine, which the comthe snake dance which 'alls beion over the
terminal, urg- torial nomination, stated that the intween August 20 and 25.
assistance, means that the West Toint pany then had only begun. The 1922 ing that the Seligman
Th
exact
PASSENGERS
matter be considered formation contained in the dispatch
of New Mexico will go ahead in its assessment includes a valuation on from
date depends upon the moon. The odd
a
"humanitarian standpoint'' was no surprise to him, as for some
this property. In fact tlie increase and
development.
Jjars see it in Walpi on the First
asking whether "these suffering time prior to his own formal anover the 1921 assessment roughly
120 DEGREES OF HEAT
His selection was unanimous.
Mew; the even in Hotavilla
arid
on the
woman
children who are now tied nouncement he had understood that
He took over his new duties today. represents the valuation on this new
third.
There are three great store
up at Seligman should be moved.''
mine.
Judge Davis was considering becomBMas in the Hopi reservation
SAN BERNARDINO, Calif., Aug.
rising
Mr. Holt further
ing a candidate.
Mieer and high from the
plain much as 11. Agents of the department of jus- SEPTEMBER 28, 29, 30,
THE
said that the relation between Judge
STORY OF A
Aroma does.
few tice wre added today to the forces
They are only
MADE PERMANENT
UNIVERSITY PIN Davis and himself had always been
FOR THE BIG SHOWS
Biles
spart and are strikugly b.?.iuti-- of police, deputy sheriffs and deputy
of Judge
friendly, that
to their
dignity. For untold years United States marshals Beekil g to
The marooned train was not with- Davis are his friends, and that he enOraibi was the alternate scene
INJUNCTION
THE
of the learn the identity of the persons who
InInter-TribThe first annual
out its comedy-tragedand by its tertains a high regard for the ability
(SiK6. but aH OmiVli ie nnw nran inalhf hurled twenty-thre- e
bombs onto the dian Ceremonial shows will be held
in Gallup, the story of a uni- of Judge Davis and his fitness for the
F'e
railroad
Hotavilla
Santa
has
early
its
taken
property
ejstrted,
office to which they both aspire.
in Gallup September 28. 2!) and 30.
SANTA FE, N. M., Aug. 13
versity pin can be written.
that Exhibitions
Sheriff Shay announced
jce.i Though not so picturesque as today.
Mr. Holt also said: "If I am the
have already been pro- - (From Santa F'e "New Mexican.")
..1
So the story goes, verified by offiI.
t.I..J
Wpi, or even Mishon?novi on the .Lwere expioueu
me- oonins
i
ciieimcai
in U. S. District
and I am now confident I
Indian
several
nominee,
iy
,,:,),
agencies
Foster
by
J.
vll,e(l
cials:
Symes
r,..,.n
v,,...
Judge
fccond Mesa, Hotavilla" is
et. iu.. in.t
the least
this territory, Prizes have been ar today made permanent the temporary
A young
student was ' shall be, I want no sore snots and
influenced hv nntsirio ni.oBi'M nf i.il over the north fence.
matter " injunction directed against the strik strollinir past the marooned
ranged for. Advertisinp
the seven
train rna" ae1 "na CPC 10 receive tne
...
...:n i...
.. .l
Hopi valliges.
Its people
According ito a telegram from R. E i...:
......,i
nd
o,,,.1- - l,t'"K an"Keunu vni ot nivrn "ic;inK snopmen ai Aiouuuerque, iu run when he noticed two vounit ladies also! elements of enthusiastic support of all
oini more tenaciously to their age-w- d u..:..ut
ci,:rf
the party; and, for that
distribution, many of , our business aKail,st the union locals and in.livid- - wearinK university pins. A conversa
x"",
traditions and customs: Walni JUIL-UL
Hie uriiiirii.uic. r 1..r,
...
.
U
u
P
It
n
U
nf
K,,t
l,
matter
whoever the nominee may be
,;
tion was struck up which soon devel
exception ..f
hows a touch of
theatricalism in its there was 120 degrees today and there the advertisements.
I
am
sure
he
will receive full party
Swope and Romulo Salazar, charges oped into an acquaintance, with a
wupous rites; Hotavilla a deadly ecr-I am not posing as the can- suitering among 2f0 passengers;
Mike
whom were dropped by the promise on the part of the young man support.
Kirk, first president,
says; against
.
:
.
.
..,
..
faith.
mnrnnnnn nv mf mir rtinr Rir kp. i.,
w,tn
The court made to call around about evening time for '"" oi any man or select set ot
-ne.,s
company
m
th.'1""1
r,road
.i:
in
.f
.
...
.
......
...v .
1.
wi
Two Fraternities
a
TtikiTira
b...
.....obi ...f ".I.'
In
fH.it
frcm th! 'm hve made my
...,.v
'"!..
ment, explaining the the picture shows, and perhaps a joy mtn'
onen last nitbt
ccssful show for the first ceremonial. necessity of keeping railroads run- ride about the city,
But whntovot. IVo
appeal to the rank and file of the
...,.,
,1. .......
Trains
1, 2 and 8 were stranded at
the strength of mv ree.
Tt,..
..,: UlC Party,i upon
I
ning and citing supreme court decisII (III! "Vllfc ntf 11IVI1I
v.n : .,i Needles.
practicallv tho cumo
4
U' niiu
J ,
nvrvic-ions that strike breakers must be young university ladies to their des- vi u vi fiuuiii;
difference in spirit, and in detail.
ariy than
wiring
e
residence
more
of
thirty-onmy
Jrwo iraternitiea
allowed free access to their work.
tination.
U.S. LAND OFFICE
always participate,
in the state, which is cheerfully
years
Vote
Labor
e
Elected
Walton
time
Seme
or
even
that
afternoon
by
OF
SHORTAGE
NO
Ajitelope and the Snake; the former as assistants
Mayor Walton was elected by the ing the
civilian, met with submitted to the consideration of
in certain rites. For
FOOD IN GALLUP
GIVING SERVICE
Dine flAVS hnfntu
.L
labor vote of Albuquerque and has two soldier friends; and it is claimed thos.e who believe in the policy of ac- k .1
ox the Int for
revuKiiiuun iu one wnose
not put on an extra policeman; be- that too much
was indulged. ii'iuiii
....
..
r, .,;.,,. :
Tim .tA- - trUtim V,H nn A IrilinilCP.
claims are based upon such a record.
vio the young civilian
acts
been
of
have
CM Plains with
cause
there
his
New
I.
land
office
at
Fe,
Santa
forgetting
The
it elected all parts of the state will
que paper that food was running!
lence; because the strike situation be promised visit back to the university look
wallet of sacred meal,1 short in Gallup, and that people were' Mexico, has been particularly fort-inJr!
b1plan'l
alike to me, and the interests of
so acute that the men could not girls. About iU o clock at night an10
came
a
I
fr... Vioi
..1
40
the
past
....t7.,
ns
onuiie uromern.
itirnon awHV rtv resiauraius.
ii
every citizen, be he high or low, rich
in the shops other
be
work
at
rolled
The
in.
train
kept
of
longer
the
land
passenger
lire
received
from
capture each
general
or poor, will be fostered and safethey sprin-u- . was misleading to the public.
without federal intervention.
young civilian and two soldiers went
" ,Wlth the holyreptile,
meal and thrust
interviewed at Washington 223 patents fur lands
The Gallup Herald
guarded to the best of my ability."
Make
Fornoff
to
redeem
to
to
the
train
the
of
in the bag. Towards
"Cap"
in
promised
this
Attempt
situated
district,
many
of our wholesale houses and
evening
they
'
.
visit with the university girls. One
the Goat.
oruie thou..
i- ..." managers
being issued within HO days
vne snaKe
Kiva, learned that stocks of staples were these
"ipmBii iu .L.
B ere tho ini:i
Fred For soldier and the civilian boarded this
The
of
, ,
Captain
picture
the
of
the
after
proof.
approval
are wasnea, sprink- ample to take care of the food situacH"'es
'.,
NEW MEXICO LEADS
led With nuiol
i:
The commissioner of the general noff, the under sheriff of overweight train, but not till a fuss had been
tion in this territory for the next
The two
UO Pravera. anA
"Cap" tips the scales at 300 it is engaged with the brakeman.
:..u.. mii.
even without receiving land office is exerting every effort to rumored
i
days,
wiiuvivv
ninety
as a nervous man, hear- in search of the university girls exni the DTout
issuance of patents in
LEGION MEMBERS
m..:' L.
another pound of foodstuff during facilitate the
Mded to day
parade cited some of the lady passengers,
every case where the final proof war- ing of an impending strikers'
And so, for that period of time.
by day.
blue
one lady becoming badly excited, so
going into a
end that home- in Albuquerque,
We learned from the management rants the same, to the
to the V"' mJnr ceremonies are held
funk and inducing the Santa F'e rail- much so that she had to receive atINDIANAPOLIS,
Ind., Aug. 8.
of the. White Cafe that no one had steaders may secure their patents or
federal
tention in order to quiet her nerves. New Mexico's American Legion, with
lawyers to apply to the
e afternoon
of the day been turned away, and that stocks of deeds for the lands that they have way
was
remained
One of the soldiers
outside 22 per cent, is leading all other states
labored for by hard work and energy, court for a restraining order,
the dan, tv.
food on hand were ample lor the
ainted this morning by Attorney A. in the car awaiting the return of his in the membership campaign which
K'
in
Dour ...
";r. ,Ati
iuu
or fifteen days, even butter and without unnecessary delay.
oi painted
ten
regaiia
in
back
who
search of the started off July 1.
went
Hannett of Gallup as the
friends,
Oance sashes and
More than 12,000 entries (original
kilts of brilliant eggs, and that no advance in prices
for the petition for a tempo- yotintr ladies.
The results are up to July 20 and
ground
state
made
this
were
in
and
final)
"y"100": equipment had been made to patrons.
The rudeness of entering the train, are based on the cards which have
nth u ,
fiscal year ended on June rary restraining order, in his arguThe management of the ManhatUn during the and
i..u.1 8'cred meal, prayer
Blum..
with
made
order
fuss
ex
ment
the
been received in the American Legthe
brakeman, the
being
against the
that number will be
feathe- Cafe informed us that there was no 30, 1921,
""tru'owi
and
citement of the lady passengers, the ion Weekly office,
.
red Wjinffa
r ifPlants,
n
much increased, possibly doubled for permanent.
shortage of supplies in that place, the
intoxicated
of
state
the
apparent
Georgia is second in the memberyear ended June so, nw. inis
turned away,
wr their brothers,a prayer lor ram and that no one had been instead
young men caused their arrest. They ship drive with 19 per cent.
to
increase
a
material
not
means
only
an
of
the Snake nriests. and that a reduction,
by military
TO AID CATTLEMEN were taken inThe charge
also
--n..f
had been given marooned the population of the state, but
mming long before dawn
civilian was placed
authorities.
The above dispatch undoubtedly
the develonment of manv thousands
nave Kne far out on the increase,
rt.rii
passengers.
and
two
the
sol will arouse keen Interest and satisin
the
. t
county
ar miiii Liinr r hm
.
and
jail,
in
farms
of
acres
productive
MEXICO
OF
NEW
us
that
Retail merchants informed
"my raee io fe mesa
diers, one a lieutenant, placed in the faction all over New Mexico, which
HP hoping Y"7'
to reach it as the
sun rises. vegetables, fruits and chicken3 were stock ranches.
has been the scene of the big drive
guard house.
ney come lODlniT in nlnnw
addition
In
develop
to
agricultural
nud
virinm being received from Farmington,
ii
A.
Court martial trial will be con for membership in the Legion. The
Dathi
SANTA E, N. M., Aug. 14,-- The
made
is
much
ment
being
progress
hich
converge in the that no one had been refused grocer- toward developing1
ivi'0
the minerul re T. & S. F. will grant emergency ducted Monday for the soldiers. Up drive has been directed from heade V'P' UP tney come seem-ffihSl.
ies, nor no advance in price:; were sources of New Mexico. Since the rates, 35 per cent under the present to noon .Friday no action had been quarters of the tagion in Santa Fe,
"."Winded
and
unwearied. being charged.
of the coal, oil and gas acts, rates to cattlemen in the drought-stricke- taken as to the trial of the young and the different posts have canThe managers of the City Market passage
areas of New Mexico to movo civilian, and Attorney W. A. Keleher vassed each county to get members. "
or permits nave oeen
artre
numbers
their
look
into
refrigerand Corn stu bs ...u.-.- oi meion vineB invited us to
The
makes a vigorous drive
in many their cattle to northern and eastern of Albuquerque arrived Friday to act
and
for
prospecting
thousand
granted
several
saw
me runners ators where we
w'cn
iL
New Mexico, Kansas, Oklahoma and for the civilian, young Freddie Sgan-zin- i, each year for new members, and the
oeen
nave
ior
incases
issoea
leases
ira
were
we
and
y J1888' 0Id women have pounds of meats,
Shwinson of C. Sganzini, both of Gal- percentage announced
is based on
Texas pastures, F. B. Houghton,
of the coal, oil, etc.
1 sacrea meal Irom the formed
by the City Market managers production
in this district where freiirht traffic manager, notified the lup, and who enjoy good reputations. membership of the Legion in each
counties
The
top
towards
of
fresh
no
the kiva court. No that there was
"J"
shortage
The meeting of the university stu- state.
commission today.
patents were distributed to claimants corporation
SnSf must P088 thMe line under meats in sight.
The rates can be obtained by snip-ne- dents was natural and friendly.
Despite the fact that New Mexico
and
of
months
August
the
within
July
of
muci chftterinjr and scold-.- :
kind
of
any
The onlv shortage
on "snecific anolication" for
Imbibing too much intoxicants and is of vast area the fourth in site in
runners dash through the food Btuffs were such as bu'ttr, eggs, are as follows:
T. A S. boarding the wrong train in search the union and much of the state is
Taos, 10; Sandoval, n; uuaaaiupi, shipments originating on A.,
some sucn as
.T..the"- - i".Pen cP.urt- bacon, hams, and with
Utti.
girla caused the sparsely settled, the work to vat cam
18: Torrance, J7; Mc F. lines south of Las Vegas, west or of the university
39:
Santa
Fe,
not
but
and
milk,
fruits
OI
ber appears pretty effective.
g'rl" 'or tneir vegetables,
tttn
ban Mi- - the Pecos, and on the El Paso line; trouble.
Rio
IB:
14;
Arnba,
on
Kinley,
ham,
were
short
all merchants
Moral: Never board the wrong train
The date for eliding the drive fcxs
9; San but not for the regular fall moveMora,
Valencia,
6;
42;
and
butter.
are voiu- bacon
while intoxicated.
ku M :.their Blow Bisiers,
5uel,
not yet been announced.
ments of sheep and other livestock.
14.
Socorro,
Ji i.i.
v
4;
Colfax,
1;
tell
the
should
trutn,
j News reports
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"c ;itnt of industrial
1 I B gone a ions wsj
" in a new industry
m&nufacturinr
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t. :.1J trooms, an industry
if
t i l farted n In this state

are machine made. There is something that enters into broomthemaking
straw
ptnoul selection of
snd the judgment of just the right
tension on the binding wire that

tamiK. rue? weaving and broom
taking seem, by comparisons of gov- emMnt reports, to be tne only ones
wtUTare practical to teach. Blind
taople become experts in ail of these,
but - unfortunately, in New Mexico,
there it a decided limit to the market
for these services. The demand for
piano tuners here is very small, and
the Navajo and Chimayo weavers in
the state narrow very materially the
market for the products of blind

i

cftarcttc8
IV

--

J.

weavers.

Although the competition in brooms
by Wind people.
is very intense, the fact that 1A3.200
show that the percentaice are annually used in New Mexico
In New Mtxlco is very large, alone, according to available statiswfaiU there are few Inntitutions tics, a local product has a very good
r-- 1
chance of successfully entering the
1j the United SUtes that rank higher
the New Mexico Institute for the field.
Before the state department of
LJnd, the facilities of this Inititution
re confined to young people. Up to industrial rehabilitation became interinested in broom making the quality of
the time the state department of
dustrial rehabilitation tackled the job the brooms made here varied accordthere was no provision made in the ing to the individual whims of the
state for training the adult blind, and broom makers, a satisfactory rav
even with the careful training given material was difficult to procure, no
la inititutlom the problem of earning standard specifications were adhered
living which confronts a blind man to, and the problems of marketing the
or woman is a complicated and diffi- finished brooms were many. Opercult one. Reports have pointed out ating, in many cases, with a very limthat the percentage of blind people ited capital broom makers were unawho leave school directly to enter ble to supply the wholesalers and jobremunerative
very bers in a satisfactory manner, and if
occupations i
as
they sold directly to the housewife
Of the manual occoupatloni open to they immediately became in disgrace
people afflicted, in this way, piano j with the merchants of the territory.

it C.JSlely

r-'- -s

l4

tvn

They are GOOD!

makes considerable difference in the
balance and the life of the broom.
D. W. Rockey, state supervisor of
is making
industrial rehabilitation,
an experiment at Albuquerque that
he hopes will develop into a partial
solution of the problems confronting
disabled
the blind and otherwise
broom makers of the state. At 415
North Sixth street is a broom factory
operated by a man who is partially
disabled and who, in thia way, comes
under the jurisdiction of the state!
department under the state's supervision. He employs and in training a
rapidly growing number of blind peo-- j
pie in the art of broom making.
Other industriously disabled people,!
according to the plans of Mr. Rockey,
will inspect and market tne product
of the factory. In time all of the
broom factories of the state operated
by partially disabled people and this
means most of them will he banded

for mutual benefit in the
Careful investigations by the state together
of raw materials and the
purchasing
brought to light the fact that the selling of their products.
blind of New Mexico could be taught
Hrooms Advertised.
,
to make brooms which in quality ex
One of the most serious problems
relied those shipped into the state,
the state board in their
This is due to the fact that brooms are confronting was the fact that no rigid
experiment
essentially a hand product. The stnadards or manufacture were adbrooms shipped in from other states hered to. To circumvent this diffi
were
specifications
culty standard
drawn by experts and a special trnde
marked label was provided for the
exclusive use of broom makers living
statewide
up to these standards.
campaign of newspaper advertising
tb-j
is planned to acquaint
people of
thd state with this laM, and to
As tne
them to its meaning.
si.cifications of the gru03 of broom
to which it is attached will be imprinted on the label togethc r with its
guarantee, people will know oxactly
the grade of broom th.'v are buying
and will have recourse h event that
the broom does not five snuifjit'on
"The whole idea," sa.'s Mr. I!ckey,
"is to bring the work of thase unfortunate people to a strctly romini-riia- l
basis, capitalizing the extra earnestof the
ness and conscientiou;nc9S
H;nd workers into produc'nif n qual
hold
the
ity article that can gain :ind
market in the face of legitimate com
petition.
The plan for furthering the broom
industry in New Mexico includes the
raising of broom .orn, a product
which experiments have hliown to be
ideally suited to the climatic conditions of the state. Two varieties are
grown in the United States, the
dard and the dwarf. The method of
cultivation are similar; both .vill grow
New Mexico with little care or mom
preparation.
Today, most of the broopi corn ur.ed
in the state is shipped in from Oklahoma and Colorado. The Oklahoma
crop is harvested in mid October and
the Colorado crop around thd first of
October. Farmers who hao experimented with broom corn in Now Mexico are of the opinion that a New Mexico crop could be harvested
tarly in
September. This would not only make
it very valuable, coming in a month
to six weeks before the present available supply, but would reduce luc cost
of brooms manufactured here, assist
ing very materially in competing with
the open market.
Mills here will supply broom handles as soon as the demand justifies
the purchase of the milling equipment
necessary for their turning. As the
handles used in the state today tome
from Kansas City, an ailditionu' saving in freight would be effected
through the establishment of a local
supply.
du-ca- te

(SetYwir Share
-- cf Extra Mileage
true every word of the news that's
rr ballaround
about Firestone mileage
rec-

ords and the phenomenal sales that

have

resulted.
Chances are you really haven't heard the
full story of the wonderful success of Fire,
a tone Cords. We'd like you to call and get
the actual facts. That is one sure way to
make your next tire purchase a logical buai- ness buy. Well explain the blending and
tempering of rubber double
cure special Firestone
and the air-bprocesses.
I milMf Mag me4 mrprhart will
!
Tba
of your
ttfc year aabitton to rkit lb operating
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Sold by
SERVICE TIRE & ACCESSORIES CO.
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EVERY
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STEPS FROM NORTH THIRD
BRIDGE TO MY DOOR

O

STREET

GALLUP, N. M.
PRICES FOR THE SHOE REPAIR WORK:
MEN'S SHOES, HALF SOLE, NAILED OR SEWED $1.00
35c
MEN'S RUBBER HEELS, THE PAIR
50c
WOMEN'S HALF SOLE, NAILED OR SEWED
WOMEN'S RUBBER HEELS 25c and 30c THE PAIR
TERMS, CASH TO ALL, NO DISCOUNT
WRITE FOR COMPLETE SHOE REPAIRING PRICE
LIST.
BRING ME YOUR SHOE REPAIR WORK OR SEND ME
YOUR SHOES BY PARCEL POST

GALLUP TRANSFER
A. J. McMahon, Prop.

"The World Moves, So Do We"
QUICK SERVICE
-- :-

Phone 42

-:-

-

NEW FALL FELTS
White and Colored.
what yon want

All shades

and shapes.

You

are

sure to find

SEE THESE NEW GOODS AND GET OUR PRICES
MAKING AND TRIMMING

Elite Dress Patterns for Sale

TO SPECIAL

ORDER

Hemstitching and

Pieotiaf

SUMMERS MILLINERY

20 lbs.

FAMILY WASH

For $1.25

We Wash, Rinse, Blue, Wring and Return to You Damp

the

Entire Family Wash

Gallup Steam Laundry
PHONE 166.

T. SMITH

(By Evon Z. Vogt.)
T. Smith whose death occurAlbuquerque on August 3rd

leaves a vacancy in the Ramah community which will be felt by all.
He moved here a year ago with his
wife who taught school here last
year.
They had built a home here
and had also taken up a homestead
near El Morro National Monument
which they planned to improve. Mr.
Smith had acted as custodian of El
Morro since the first of the year and
was well posted in a historical way.
Mr. Smith was in the engineering
service of the army and fought in
France where he was gassed. He was
a graduate of the University of Michigan. He was raised in Mason, Michigan, where his body was shipped for
burial.
For a time he was highway engineer in one of the principal counties
in Michigan until his health
began to
fail and he came to New Mexico.
Apparently he was almost well when
he had a break duwn whiYh
hi
death.
Mrs. Smith has been reappointed to
her nlace in the Rnmnh nnKli
..1,,1
but as she is in Michigan at present
it is not known whether nh mill ha
back
Mr.

FORTY-TW-

EGIAL
UNTIL LOT IS SOLD

Rid-Ji-

d

Ironing Board
and

Sunbeam Iron

not.

Smith wna a momhoi- - n n,
Michigan lodge of Masons and of the
American Souietv of
member of the McXinley County
Chamber of Commerce, Secretary of
the Ramah Commercial Club. He
took a keen and active interest in all
constructive public affairs and was a
cartoonist of ability.
His wonderful disposition and great
cheer under adverse rnmliHnnu
the warmth of his friendship will
never be forgotten bv those who Imsw
him.

THE TWO FOR

This Iron Is of Standard Make

In the Interest of Accuracy.
"You have heard what the last witness said," persisted
counsel, "and
yet your evidence Is to the contrary.
Am I to Infer that you wish to throw
doubt on her veracity?"
The polite young man waved a deprecating hand.
"Not at all." he replied. "I merely
wish to make It clear what a liar I
am if she's speaking the truth."

NOTICE
McKinley County road taxes are
now due and payable. AU men of ages
from 21 to 60 are subject to road tax,
with no exemption.
SAM DIMON, Treasurer.
C. SGANZINI, Collector.

and Fully Guaranteed
Call Number 12 and Ask to Have Thi
Combination Delivered

Gallup Electric Light &

Power Co.
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o'clock
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Church
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To the Voters of New Mexico:
An
number of my
friends and
in the cause
"An
on
will preach
of education In New Mexico have preSKL
"Sum-Mhis
ol
vailed on me to publicly announce my
fifth
&i
5SW--Diversion"
All
sermons.
ttimlidacy for
for the
the
office of State- Superintendent of
SS?
.re invited and are special
urged Public Instruction, subject to the
ISSt. of the morninp
approval of the Republican conven-tioETiom to churcn m ineir cars
The boys' choir will sinR.
In making this announcement, I
will feature three wiBh to call attention to three points,
ewnmg it 7:45
One reel which I believe, should be taken into
consideration by the voters of the
reels will be 'A State when a choice is made for this

. fmZJi

11

T

,

n.

In

keeping with
film the pastor will speak
the
"A Religious Secrets of will
a sermon that you
H
8
Jungle'
not want to miss!
and
Friday afternoon Mrs. DeLong
of the EasMrs Stark were hostesses
tern' Star Social Club at the home of

Sgte

Flashlight.''

T

Just as soon as you break a
lens send us a few of the broken
pieces and we will make a new
one for you. This service will
only take a short time and in
this way you are certain of a
lens that will be exactly like the
one that has been broken.
A short time ago a man
walked into our office and said
that he had dropped his glasses
on the street and wanted to
know if we could duplicate the
lens.
We were not only able to
render him this service, but
through our unexcelled facilities
we were able to give him the
new lens within an hour.
And this service is at your
disposal.

First: The cause of rural education in New Mexico needs a man thoroughly familiar with the needs of our
rurul schools and sympathetic with
the peculiar problems the rural communities have to face. While our cities and larger towns have well developed school systems, and under the
of competent
leadership
educators
have mapped out definite plans for
future growth and increased efficiency, our rural schools need the help
and sympathy of some one familiar
with their needs.

- Bye has been on thc
lick list the past week.
The pastor and wife are in receipt
Mr. Ritchie Marsh
of Starkville, Colo. She mentions that
Kuni
they had hopea w De in umiuy
With twenty-thre- e
because of conditions
veal's of superby this time but
visory experience as County Superinhave been unable to do so.
a lovely tendent of Santa Fe County and AsMrs Stark just received
Johnson-Steel- e,
sistant Superintendent of Public Innote from Mrs. Edith
who apeaks of the pood friends in struction, I have endeavored during
she is making in her my two years as State Superintendent
Gallup and those
to keep constantly uppermost in mind
mw borne in Sparta, Wisconsin.
Rev. R .R. Shoemaker has just ac- the welfare of the rural schools. As
the position as assistant to Dr. Assistant Superintendent I made the
' ceptedHeald and will
begin September first rural Bchool surveys ever atJ H.
tempted in this state. In one county
1. Mr. Shoemaker is an exceptionally
section is most alone, we built eighty-seve- n
school
Strong man and this
houses and increased the number of
fortunate in securing him.
The past two Sundays the church eight grade graduates from nothing
in four years, when
decorated with to twenty-fiv- e
has been beautifully
flowers which Mrs. Reinhart has sent there was not a single child in the
rural schools of this county who four
in from Allison.
Helgi Sivertson was in Gallup thc years ago was in a grade above the
We sixth.
past week with his new bride.
Second:
The next Superintendent
extend sincere congratulations !
We are very glad to report that of Public Instruction should be a man
John S. Morrow is able to be home familiar with the aspirations of both
hos- the
n
n
and
gain after several weeks in the
people of our state.
.
pital.
The fact that I am of mixed parThis church is cooperating in the
meetings which the Flying Squadron entage and speak both Spanish and
has enabled me in the past
will hold in the First Methodist English
church the last two days of this month and will continue in the future to
and the first day of September. Be assist in bringing to both of these elesure to read the account elsewhere in ments those educational ideals which
are our common American heritage.
this paper.
Third: The next Superintendent of
Mr. and Mrs. G. G. Goodman arc
planning to leave the last of the Public Instruction should be'ieve firmmonth to spend the winter in Florida. ly in his mission and in the fact that
opportun, But we are very glad to know that only increased educational
they expect to return in the spring ity can solve the problem which the
next generation must face
and will build a new home.
l
Dr. Chester H. Clark is
Every man has his enemies, but
me
operations each day, both in the even my enemies must concede to becamps and in Gallup. We are very honesty of purpose and a sincere
glad to note the enthusiastic feeling lief in the cause which I champion.
and education alone can
which exists towards him in both the Education
s
city and camps where he is serving. solve the increasingly complex
which our people a distinctly
His practice has grown so rapidly
that he is on the go almost all the rural people must face. I believe
this so thoroughly that for twenty-thre- e
time.
We are sending out several thouyears I have been intimately
If you are willing to identified with every forward looking
sand letters.
address some of the envelopes, will educutional movement in New Mexico.
Believing sincerely in the future of
you speak to the pastor?
Dr. and Mrs. A, H. DeLonp enter- our state, trusting the people to rec
tained informally
Rev. and Mrs. ognize their own needs and work out
Stark, Miss Anna N. Lewis, Mr. Chas. their own problems, I am willing to
Reddick and Mrs. Geo. Hight at their dedicate myself and all of my efforts
to championing the cause of education
home Monday evening.
Rev. and Mrs. L .A. Stark were in New Mexico. On a platform of
dinner guests of Dr. and Mrs. Boyle increased educational progress, I submit my candidacy to the voters and
Sunday.

Mrs.!-

BROKEN LENSES

position.

Spanish-America-

Anglo-America-

.

.

having-Kcv-era-

prob-lem-

E. PARKE SELL ARD
REGISTERED

OPTOMETRIST

Post Office Ruilding
New Mexico
Gallup,
At Same Stand for Pant Five
Years

to the convention of the Republican
Party.
JOHN V. CONWAY.

122.
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pared and ffven In the near future
just m soon as it can be made
ready.
The last of this month there is pre--!
pared a treat for the people of our
little city. There will be speakers of
national reputation, speakers of ex-- 1
ceptiona'l talent.
Many of these
speaker! have been on the lyceum and
Dlatfornu.
chautauqua
had
have
crowds to hear them each of whom
a
paid
goodly sum for their seat. It
so comes about that
they are to be
heard free of charge August 31, Sep-- :
tember 1 and 2. All you have to do
is to follow the crowd to an open
door and a hearty welcome. Perhaps
you begin to think that you might not
agree with them. Maybe not, but it
is a mighty poor sport who cannot
jgive even his opponent a respectful
hearing. Perhaps you agree with them
anu nence leave it up to them. Thev
would bear to you a new view of different subjects. Let's be at least good
sports and give them a hearinir.

POWERFUL PICTURE
Like so many other successful Cecil
De Mille successes, the story of
"Fool's Paradise" which comes to the
Rex Theatre has a two-fol- d
source.
The basic theme was suggested by
Leonard Merrick's short story, "The
Laurel and the Lady."
This theme
was developed and elaborated, the
scene of the action transfered to an
American setting and a tremendous
dramatic moment constructed by the
authors, Beulah Marie Dix and Sada
Cowan.
The combined efforts of the
several writers has produced a story
that boasts of both power and originality, the theme a problem of love
and sacrifice as old and as new as the
human race has been presented and
solved
with vividness and sharply
drawn characterization that is typical!
of Cecil B. De Mille productions alone,
The principal roles are played by Dor--1
othy Dalton, Mildren Harris, Conrad
Nagel, Theodore Kosloff, John David- son anu .1 una raye. ine cast is large
and capable.
B.

WHILE RIDING TAKE ALONG
SANDWICHES TO EAT
Many people, when riding, believe that it is best to
delicious snack for
carry a lunch. Sandwiches make
all occasions.

When we prepare your sandwiches you get the best
'
We prepare sandwiches to your order.

WHITE CAFE
Costs You Less and You Get the Best

THE REX WEEKLY
PICTURE PROGRAM
Gallup Herald readers are in the
habit of looking for the Rex Theatre
weekly program. We have noted that
quite a few Herald readers cut out the
Hex weekly program and pin it in
some convenient place, so that it can
be seen readily during the week, for
plays at the Rex.
For next week, providing the trains
run regularly, the Rex will give an
program of
unusually interesting
movie pictures.
Sunday, Mack Sennett in "The
Cross Roads of New York," with a
Christie comedy, "It Was Ever Thus,"
and Weekly News. This combination
will be repeated for Monday.
For Tuesday and Wednesday, Gar-et- h
Hughes' production of "Garments
of Truth,' 'and a Bull Montana com-ed"A Ladies' Man."
Thursday and Friday, "Fool's ParaMille production,
dise," a Cecil
and the big attraction of the week.
A Snub Pollard comedy will pep the
program. ,The Rex management assures its patrons that "Fool's Paradise" will please all who appreciate
first class movie productions.
Saturday will present J. P.
in "The Ruse of the Rattler,"
followed by a Christie comedy, and
weekly news.

1

Miss Gallup:
"The Proof of the Pudding
Is in the Eating."
We have been telling you right along,
in our advertising, about our Superior

Equipment. Other dry cleaners can get
up just as convincing praises with which to
set forth their many claims so there is only
one way to settle the matter: Learn from
experience the meaning of New Method
Service and Quality Work. Try us out on
your Dry Cleaning, Hatting or Dyeing and
see for yourself how thoroughly we back
up every claim we make.
!

le

NEWMETHOD CLEANERS & DYERS
SHIP TO AND RECEIVE FROM

MAIL ORDERS A SPECIALTY.

Ladies' and Gents' Suits Cleaned and Pressed $1.25
Suits Pressed 50 Cents
PHONE 307,

ANNOUNCEMENTS
For Those Who Worihip
At Gallup Churche
CHURCH IN CHRIST
(Congregational)

LEWIS A. STARK, Minister

Ttie nation's

fiist choice

for over half

a century

uk

"Worship Is Preparation for Service."
Si:45, Junior church worship with a
fine motion picture.
10, church school with classes for
all ages. H. H. Ileeson, superintendent.
"Train up a child in the way he should
will not
go and when h is old he
If you have childepart from it." children
who are not
dren or know of
attending Sunday School ourelsewhere,
modern,
we invite them to join
progressive, efficient school, training
for Christian character.
The pastor
11, morning worship.
will give the fifth of his "Summertime Diversion" sermons on "An Auto
Ride." Thc boys' choir will sing. All
spepeople with autos are to be our cars.
cial guests and come with your
7:4!, "Worth While" service. There
will be three very fine reels of motion pictures. The pastor will preach
e
on "The Religious Secrets of the
sure to hear this sermon!
Jun-Ke"b-

'

Bndndser
Everywhere
'

m

ANHEUSER-BUSCH-

.

INC.. ST. LOUIS

Chas. Ilfeld Company
WhohtaU Dittributort
Gallup, New Mexico

CHURCH OF THE HOLY

SPIRIT

(Episcopal)
REV. A. J. (i. DOW1E, Rector
Twelfth Sunday after Trinity, August lit.
Holy communion, 8 a. m.
Church school, J:45 a. m.
and sermon,
Mornintr
prayer
"Christ, the Living Word," 11 a. m.

BAPTIST CHURCH

REV. V. It. CLARK, Pastor

August

20.

Bible school, 0:45 a. m.
Morning worship, 11 a. m.
Evening worship, 8 p. m.
Prayer service and Bible Study,
Thursday evening, 8 p. m.

METHODIST CHURCH

ONLY EXCLUSIVE SHOE HOUSE

IN GALLUP
Shoes for the Entire Family and First Class
Shoe Repairing

Paris Shoe Store
JOSEPH ARTESI, Proprietor

g

Shop

Pastor

JOHN W. HENDRIX

,
Sunday at 9:45 a. m.
Public worship both morning and
evening.
The subject of the evening is to be,
"The Reward of a Royal Butler.
Tho auhirt nf the evening is to be,
"The Theology of the Fool."
Last Sunday tnere were juwcm
the choir and as many are expected
The choir is
mmins- Sunday.
to be
doing Borne real work. It is
)"proposed to tnem next
musical numuer w
tice that
.

-

r

...

Service Grocery
We stock the Best
Groceries, Fruits and
Vegetables in Gallup.
Our Prices Are Right,
and we ask you to try
our service.
We Guarantee to Pleace You

MCE
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acting as
Really: The lieutenant governor of Nebraska
said
lieutenant
The
n
laborers.
one of the guards for
he had to in order to make bread and butter for Mary and the
...
children.
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Did Come Back: "Deutschland Uber" Alles" for Germany. Now, watch the French collect their war debt.

ill.

Go to Hell : "Go to hell," handed out to the marooned
PRESS ASSOCIATION
nnsopnirpra lit Needle, with the thermometer at 110 to 130,
was adding insult to injury the poor passengers were already
Publisher
and
Editor
Managing
L
in neu.
1

THE TALK OF THE DAY.

Italians will colonize
The Place: . One hundred
... .thousand
B
1.1, ...Imam nnrJ
a
n western Mexico. That will be
piace ior ugm, wjhh auu
has
Th talk of the diy Is about strikes, and Gallup
beer, 'n'everything.
indulged a plenty during the past wee.
'Mur that Miev have started it. I
v.of rnmii. R s
Santa Fe trains being tied up at Gallup, with no crews
to take trains west, but with a surplus oi crews wuunK io 8u hope that they will keep it up till rust eats up every rail on
he Santa Fe tracks." This wild haired silly remark was made
east, furnished talk ror ana against.
Thru it all, Gallup people have remained quiettoand easy bv a .vourur man. and thanks that he doesn't vote the Republi
express can ticket.
going, allowing each side their views and the right
The worst talk of the week has been about the poor help-let- s
One Million Per Dav: California fruit and vegetable
of them, among
passengers marooned at Needles, someof800
have given out the statement that the walk out of
growers
old people.
whom many were children and a number
Fe
trainmen in the Mohave district cosis tne producers
Santa
Peonle who are not acclimated to the low altitudes of the of fruits and veiretables one million dollars per day. At that
west, where the heat runs up irom wv to iou, uii uu.u rate, and added to the other costs of the walk out, a few mil
suffer, but lion million more has been added to the debt whicn tne iarmers
misery. Even on trains going thru Needles, people
marooned
for must meet.
When
hours.
few
a
for
to
only
Danage bear it
uvea
are
nen,
iow
in
neai
tnat
euuangcjcu.
and
nights
days
out anyhow,
Of course if there was
just going to be a walkBut
Severe Criticism: The whole world is criticising the
whv Dick
fvaina VtmA tn ntnn anmewhere.
of passengers at Needles. The whole world knows
to
Needles
of
in
the
marooning
desert
the
vicinity
NeedleaTr Why select
is
an act against humanity, and not so much against
was
that
uu
nave lanen pmce
nop the trainti Tne wain out couia
the
railroads.
where
or
passengers
Gallup,
Angeles, Chicago, Albuquerque
could have been better taken care of, and where lives would
not have been endangered by the misery of climatic conditions.
Wanted : One Grover Cleveland, or one Theodore Roose
nor
causes
were
no
there
grievances
told
we
that
are
velt.
But,
Apply at Washington, D. C, and receive suitable reward
or Gallup.
from the American people.
t Los Angeles, Chicago, Albuquerque,outs
at Needles, Wmslow
Then, that being true, the walk
terminals was an
from
removed
and other division points far
Just Heard the News: During the last town of Gallup
act "of outlaw. Outlaw against all principles of union labor, campaign there were two tickets,
Democratic and Republican.
against humanity, against all reason and common sense of The Gallup Herald supports the Republican party town, coun
right and decency.
and Nation. We supported the Republican ticket in last
Even if some cockie guard, or company gunman, did act ty
town
Now, an old time subscriber to lhe ualiup
smart and endangered the life or lives of trainmen, several feraldcampaign.
his paper discontinued, because, as stated, the
orders
busiof
and
lawful
pursuit
hundred passengers, in the peaceful
editor of this paper voted for "a Mexican in preference to white
ness and happiness, were innocent of any wrong doing or act, men on the Democratic
ticket." And this causes us to ask if
either against the trainmen or the railroad company. Why take the Democrats expected to elect "a Mexican" on their ticket,
spite out on them?
or was "a Mexican" put on their ticket just to catch "Mexican
Men have a right to quit work, but not where and when votes.?
And, we remark again: The Republican party is the
the lives of innocent children, helpless women, the aged and only political
party under the sun that does not stir up race
In
conditions.
invalids are thrown on the mercy of unbearable
the
party on earth that recognizes merit
only
hatred;
this day and time of civilization humanity is to be reckoned irrespctive of racepolitical
color. The Gallup Herald will continue
or
institutions.
service
with in all matters pertaining to public
to support the Republican party, and the editor of The Gallup
. The Government of the United States will assert itself, and Herald voted the
Republican ticket in Texas, and will continue
committed.
the public will condemn wrong, no matter by whom
to
vote
the Republican party in New Mexico.
and
support
If the railroads are at fault, the public will condemn them.
If labor unions are at fault, the public will condemn them.
nnH in time the mihlic
TV. a mili1i finvi
attrh miatnlroa
w
Mv (ruvilb s w J u fnf
k.a.wwwuwu,
will force correction of such mistakes, and the blame will be
placed where it belongs.
I
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THE PRESIDENT'S DUTY

GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP.

ta

Fe demit durinff the week one
of
arguments anent the Government
could hear all kinds
coal mines.
and
railroads
the
over
taking
The editor of this paper has been too busy (since childto
hood) trying to make bread and butter to give anywetime
know
that
we
But
dare
say
thinking out such a problem.
as much about government ownership of public utilities, especially of the railroads and coal mines, as any other common
geezer.
The founders of this Government had in mind to steer
clear of centralizing, or Federalizing governmental machinery.
Ours was to be a democracy. Individual freedom of capital
and
mnnAcre
v. .
a- - our Government.
MI 114 i.hA
IftUVI wars
"V.v w farm
To place our railroads and coal mines under the heads of
our Government at Washington win cenainiy go a iouj wayt
towards centralizing our Government.
European countries own railroads, yet the United States
of America boast of the best equipped and managed railroads
on earth. Travelers in Europe avoid government owned railroads whenever possible.
One of the main things to trouble us now is the fact that
during our World War our Government took over our railroads.
With war wages, or inflated wages, spoiled the laborers. Notwithstanding that railroad laborers received high wages during
the
the war period, these high wages being chargd up to
United States Treasury, with the consequent loss to the Treasury of millions of dollars, men make themselves believe that
such a state of affairs could exist for all time.
The millions lost while our Government was
our railroads has been charged to the public, and the public
will be paying that debt long after the present generation will
have passed to pathetic and forgotten dust.
So, also and likewise any other loss to the Government,
the public will have to stand the debt.
No; we are not yet ready to advocate the policy of adding
more and more taxes to the public. We are still in favor of the
same policies as engrafted in the Constitution of the United
States for the freedom of capital and labor the only way
to sustain and support a democracy.
mi

mnni

the, Rnntn

,

war-runni-

Realization:

That when trains fail to run

ng

(Albuquerque Herald.)
is
It the duty of the president to enforce obedience to law.
It is not the president's duty to hold conferences with the
executives of the railroad systems or the representatives of
organized labor to determine upon what basis they will obey
the law.
It is the duty of railroads engaged in interstate commerce
to carry on their train service not only for the transportation
of mail, but for the transportation of food and fuel for the
maintenance of the people who constitute this government.
The protection of the railroads in the performance of this function is a governmental duty just as important as the protection
of congress in the exercise of its legitimate duties, or the protection of the supreme court or the executive forces of the government. Any organization that can prevent it is greater than
the government itself. Negotiations to ascertain upon what
basis these rights will be allowed to exist is sovietism of the
Russian type.
Ninety per cent of the people are the victims of this struggle, and demand that the government should resume its functions and enforce the law for their protection.
PLEA FOR BIRD PROTECTION

A aonK composed by three girls
who were tied up in Gullup because
of the Htrike:
Held Up at Gallup by the Striking
'
Engineers.
(To the tune of Glory, Glory

Feathered Creatures Alone

Are Able
to Wage Effective War en Insect
That Destroy Crop.

Hallelujah).

Tt has been estimated, and no doubt
conservatively, that Insects injure the
crops In the United State annually to
s
the nmount of more than
of a billion dollars. All will agree
that If every portion of this toss could
be .avoided by the protection of bird
life, It would bo well worth the coHt.
Not only the furin crops and gardens
suffer, but orchards, forests and shade
trees are greatly Injured by Insect
of which the people
pests, a condition
. .
1.
I
(
is ore pruoaoiy oeuer
oi aiuMniu'iiuMi'i
aware than are the Inhabitants of any

When the day wa started
And the train was westward bound
At Gallup we arrived, and then
VVe heard an awful sound
The engineers were striking
And the trains were all delayed
In spite of the fact that
All of their fares were paid.
Chorus
Glory, Glory Hallelujah,
Glory, Glory Hallelujah,
Glory, Glory Hallelujah,
Held up by the striking engineers.
Grace Nunez, Texas City, Texas;
Ethel Bauer, New Orleans, La.:
Evelyn Cumpbell, New Orleans, La.

we begin to CAPT.

M

1.

dwellers

protected

his

T

Word has been received here of
marriage of Miss Grace
of Dawaon, N. M., and Mr. JoTS?
dow of GalluD. in the hrirf.'. k!LIHd"
Dawson. They were married on mJ?
day of this week. Mrs. Beddow
taught in the Gallup public ichT
for the past two years and has buZ
nmnv friends here. Sha
lady of very pleasing personality E?
Beddow is. a member of the Gtllm!
firm of Beddow and Beddow and
numbered among the city's most m!
gressive young business men. rSl
7
tniiniF rminle will mata fk: i
Gallup. The Herald ioins their muH
friends in wiping them the beitrf
"-P-

DO YOU PAY TAXES?
Some people do, and some peopl
don't.
Why?
Hon. Frank 3. Regan will tell why
in his lecture at the Methodist church

Thursday, August 31, at 3 and 8 a!
m. Admission free.
Other speaers of the "Flyij
Squadron" who will follow Mr. Kern
when be applied the Sherlock Uolmei are James n. woertendvke. nn
methods to ail English criminal cas Wayne Stewart, Rev. Norm, r
and succeeded In bringing about th Brown and Hon. Roy A. Haynes.
All members of the "Flying Squid,
release of an apparently Innocent man
ron" are orators of note.
That was the Edjull affair, which wa
The Methodist church of fall.,.
newswidely exploited In the English
the son will seat a great crowd. Extra chair

Edjall,
papers at the time.
f a Parses and an English woman, wan
accused of wantonly maiming animal
The prosecution made out a stroni
case against him. It was alleged thai
on a certain dark night he went to
a field near his home and there bruSir Arthui
tally mutilated a horse.
Conan Doyle became convinced of hi
Innocence, and succeeded in provini
beyond a doubt that the nearsighted
ness of the prisoner was of so extremt
a nature that he would have been un
able to nnd the field, let alone th
horse.
AncMtor Worhlp.
Chin
In China almost every family has,
in the main hall of the house, Its "ancestral shrine" wherein are arranged
the ancestral tablets. These tablets art
made of wood or stone or marble, according to the financial circumstances
of the family, and Inscribed thereon
are the names, titles, dates of blrtb
and death of deceased ascendants and
the names and degrees of relationship
f their nearest living descendants.
Twice a year, on the birthday and
death-daof the departed, ceremonies,
consisting chiefly of obeisances before
the tablets, are held. The use of th
tablet as an object of reverence Is not
due to the belief thut the spirit of the
departed resides in It, but rather that
It is a symbol to be remembered and
respected by the living; and the days
set apart for "worship" are no more
religious than Is remembrance of the
dead.
y

Reassuring Him.
"I beg your pardon," suid the embarrassed man to the floorwalker. "1
want to buy some hose for my wife
I believe she suid 'roller' hose. You
roll 'em up or roll 'em down. It was
something like that."
"Step this way, sir, and have nc
We discharged a young lady
fear.
only lust week for making a flippant
remark to a man In your

Bonehead, He.
why for you all
wld dls here oyesteroimthyj
Sambo 'Cause Ah done read in a
book dls oysluroputhy treat oh de manipulation of de bones, and de onllest
partiality All's got is huniorin' de
domlunes to pass iti review."
Science and Invention.
No

Itastus Feller,

dnb-bli-

A Deluded Woman.
"Maud shvs she believes in being
young while she can."
"Oh, she's dune belter than that for
the last Ave years. She's been young
while she couldn't."

will be provided if necessary.
Commencing Thursday, August
at 3 p. m. Admission free.

POLITICAL
REPUBLICAN
Hon. Herbert B. Holt of Las Cruce.
New Mexico, announces his candidan
for the nomination of United State
Senator, subject to the State Republican convention.
.nia.

nucim.

alien

The Other Perhaps she ran. But
nhy doesn't slier London Answers.

trees

fTd

1

L.

vention.

POLITICAL

ANNOUNCEMENT
DEMOCRATIC
I hereby
announce
my candidacy
for the nomination for sheriff, subject
to the action of the Democratic mass

convention.
BILL RAINES.

THE KEYNOTE

(Santa Fe New Mexican Editorial).
"Go to hell," said the striking
enginemen and trainmen on the
Santa Fe, when suffering passengers abandoned in the desert in s
130
of
degree,
temperature
pleaded with the brotherhood men
to haul them out of the blistering
furnace of the Mojave.
"Go to hell!"
That is the keynote of the strike.

Everybody can go to hell. The old
men and women, prostrated and at
the point of death from the terrjfic
heat can go to hell. The babies
for whose lives the desperate parents fight sleeplessly, can go to
hell, lhe people can go to hell;
the state of Arizona and its governor, who offer aid, can go to
hell; the United States government
whose mail trains are halted, can
go to hell, along with its courts
and marshals; business and prosperity and the American people
can all go to hell. That is, in
effect, the platform enunciated by

the strikers.
There is difference only in degree in the torture inflicted on
helpless passengers by the brotherhoods in the desert, and the miners
at Herrin, Illinois. The callou
brutality is the same.
Now what else, we wonder, will
be necessary in order to show the
president that the United States
government is about due to stop

And how long, we wonder, would
be able to tell
Theodore
Roosevelt or Grover
Cleveland to go to hell, and get
away with it?

the railroad unions

SWINGS

IJkD-

-

from

e.

I

leaves here, which will be when the

In McKinley County: The assessment of the Gallup proper checking1 out and in can
gone thru with In order to install
American Coal Company properties was raised by the State new
official, Capt. Lewis.
Tax Commission, the raise amounting to 665,993, and the
o
Gallup American Company will not appeal.
urotMqut.
Will Help Some: The A., T. & S. F. railroad will grant
emergency rates, 35 per cent under the present rates, to cattlemen in the drouth stricken areas of New Mexico, in order to

help transport cattle to sections where there is grass and water.
That will help some.

be

the

HOW TO CLEAN GILT FRAMES
Can Be Don Without Injury to Gold
Leaf, if th Following Ruli
Are Oburvtd.

"She uyi she gets ill her gowoa la
Almost every house haa at least a
Paris," remarked Mlsi Cayenne,
"What do you think of tnemr
few old gold picture frames. How
"I think that In spite of all her to clean these without the risk of
grlefi nod perplexities Pari evidently rubbing off the thin gold leaf Is i mat
reUlna a mom of humor."
which, concerns most women.

tc

EVERY BOY AND EVERY GIRL SHOULD
HAVE A SAVINGS ACCOUNT
J:Ii?8?virt8:s habit shouW be formed early. Encourage your boys
open savings accounts.
wiU weIcome their
nn!hi'afnk
accounts, and do everything that
is
encourage them in thrift and regular saving.

and

GALLUP STATE BANK-

TO HAVE MORE CENTS"

m

Santa: Fe, New
announces her
Mekico,
.
.
e
.
ZOT
caiiutuucy iur tne Humiliation
member of Congress, subject to the
action of the Republican State eon.

talking and function?
Barely Does So.
One Man Yes, In a battle of tongues
a woman can
always hold her own.

M

ANNOUNCEMENT

I

devastating worms that stripped bare
Similar octhe neighboring forests.
lenn in currences on a smaller scale are perWouldn't Goat: Trying to make a goat of "Cap" Fred Since Cartf. M Donald has
of Fort Wingate he has ef- haps not uncommon. Manifestly, from
Fornoff before a Federal Judge didn't dissolve the injunction charge
fected a savins to the war department the standpoint of good
citizenship,
court
sustained
the
the
and
fant. Reid nresented facts,
of several thousand dollars annually. which calls for wise economic
policies,
and
his
ef
He
is
by
thoroly
practical,
injunction.
a subject for naficient and economical methods ha has bird protection ah
cut down the cottt of maintaining Fort tional legislation Is deserving of most
Coming: Ban on jokes anent the failure of the Volstead Wingate from about $U,U00 per month careful consideration; for these little
Act to make this a "mulelcss" and "moonless" nation. Here to about $1,800 per month. Besides friends of miin. If they are encourare the being a worthy army official, Capt. aged nnd protected, render a very valafter the movie jokers as to "How dear to my
McDonald is a man of very pleasing uable service. Much wise legislation
else. manners
out
to
will
have
of
dig
something
wildwood,"
my
days
and has made many warm has been enucted, but there Is need
even
world
old
can't
friends in this vicinity, all of wham of more to make our bird friends
My, this is getting to be such a dry
He will be
wish him well in future.
joke about it, any more.
stationed at Oeden, Utah, when he
Win-gat-

BEDDOW-MDERMOT-

Doyle JMade Good as Dttwtlve.
Somebody recalls Sir Conan Doyle'i
activities as a detective back In 1901

other state.
There Is a
story
of s Bavarian nobleman who made a
tine piece of forest land a sanctuary
so delightful to the feathered folk that
when a scourge of destructive Insects
swept over the country, the summer

CAPT. M'DONALD
count our beans. Thus showing how fearfully dependent we
we
eats.
San
had
If
that
our
for
are on the outside world
Cant. Joseph L. Lewis and family
Juan railroad we could haul our food stuff from the "Bread arrived in Gallup last Saturday from
San Francisco.
Capt. Lewis comes to
Basket" of the West.
at rort

half-ounc- e

three-quarter-

LEWIS' SUCCEEDS

relieve Cart. McDonald

w,r.jL"nnit!isrmairySm TrSt5e7 and
with a soft nog's hair broth dipped
cold water. frequentlj
in clean,
nh.need. brush ill the ornamental
.,
... w.rf avnlillnff UlO tUr
iin i la, i .r.ri.llv
...hoi n.rt. Tbis wlU remove
The frame mual
flud
Hi,
h. .n.iwwi to dnr thoroughly
ol
Now mske a mixture of one pint
water, one ounce methylated splrlta,
of ammonia. Go over
and
with
this,
using a small camel
the gold
hair pencil brush, ana avoiumg
brush
portlous. Each time the
must
Is removed from the frame it
out
be washed in water and squeezed
before hclii
dipped into the spirit
mixture. The quicker you do this Jot
the better.
The burnished parts now require at
.,n..n with a niece of new washleather In your hand breathe lightly
ano
upon a small strip of tne worn
push or roll away dirt or dust. much
A coating of clear size will
Improve the appeurance of the gliding
Wolverhampton.

'
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"TEACH YOUR DOLLARS

THE GALLUP HERALD, SATURDAY, AUGUST

AND PERSONALS.

BY CREGAR

ft.

LV

Avenue,

fi.t?les

now cashier
on

SAY DAD WHAT ABOUT
MY EDUCATION ?
ia

An attractive showing of the smart
Marshal Julian Turner has fall styles in millinery. Williams MilJived home from his visit with his linery. Adv.
in Oklahoma, where a family

rome

to

to

The money will

just when needed,

little

hi

a.

Mil

i

'.'I

benefit.
Thii
whether
you live or die,
the mean for living him a com-- p
1 e t e education
will be available.

.

THE EQUITABLE
LIFE ASSURANCE

SOCIETY

otthe
UNITED STATUS
Nc

1W Bnwdmy

York City

Insurance That Insures
Protection That Protects

fSOTETHATCOUNrf

in surgery.
Chicago the party vis-

t

CREGAR COLLINS
337 PHONE 138

e,

TO COURTHOUSE

Mrs. Martha Lindsay has returned
home from Holbrook, Ariz., where she
visited Miss P.achel Thomas.
Mrs. DeLong entertained the
Star Social Club on Friday

.

10 Pounds

Candy
Given Away
This Week
Ask at Our
Fountain

Large assortment of New Fall
Hats, velvet, duvetyn, metal-clotvelour and felt. Williams Millinery.
Adv.
The Boardman Coal Co.,
Wingate road, has installed
phone.

At all the Candy in our window. Ten best
guesses get one pound of Candy FREE.
SPECIAL FOR THIS WEEK
Boston Nut, Chocolate, Strawberry
and Vanilla.
.

THE CANDY SHOP

best

of treatment.

GLvllupNewMexico
ORGANIZED 1904

who was marooned here on account of to New Mexico and establish busithe strike. Mrs. Whitman and Mrs. ness, place not yet announced.
Phenicie were girlhood friends.
Mike Bacon is away on his vacation.
Miss Loretta Smith, saleslady at the visiting in Albuquerque and points in
Candy Shop, having resigned her posi- Colorado.
tion, will return to her former home
at Trinidad, Colo. She is due "to leave
William Bickel has moved into his
new store building on the north side.
today.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Allard, who have
Mm. Sim Orr will entertain the
been visiting their daughter, Mrs. H. Missionary society next Thursday in
M. Pettit of this city, left Tuesday her home on Aztec avenue.
for Vallisca, Iowa. Mrs. Pettit has
received news of their safe arrival
FOR SALE Good kitchen range
in Vallisca after a pleasant journey.
cheap. 110 E. Green, or phone 207.
Perry Coon has installed a
radiophone in his home on
Aztec avenue. The aerial is attached to the court house roof. Mr.
Coon has been successful in hearing
concerts from Denver, Los Angeles
and Emporia, Kans.

iTEAM OF heavy work horses, harness and wagon for sale. $170.00 for
the outfit. Write M. H. Jones, Gallup, N. M.

WANTED
Female
HELP
Wanted at once, middle aged American woman to cook and keep house
Miss Eloise Williams of Winslow for office men. Telephone Gibson
has taken Miss Valley Morer's place central.
as cashier at the Banner Drug Store.
Miss Merer is vacationing in CaliforWHAT IS HEALTH?
nia and Oregon.
Health is adequate nerve energy
supply.
Homer Cantrell has resigned his and proper blood
under-fe- d
is an organ
An
position with the Gallup State Bank starvedorgan
and weakened; incapable of
where he has been employed for sevdisease or performing its
eral years. He has accepted a posi- resistingduties.
tion with the Gallup American Coal proper is
This
the starting point of disCo. and will work at Mine No. 5.
ease
Restore
the freedom of nerve
G. P. Fry is now with the Banner
courses and vascular channels by adDrug Store as druggist.
justing all structural derangemonts;
exercising, outdoor
Bert Dustin has purchased the J. this with properdiet
and
H. McAdams Indian trading store at air, a balanced disease and right living
will eliminate
bring tack
Lukachukai, Ariz.

health.
This is the Osteopathic method.
cashier
at
Parker,
When you think of osteopathy reis
Groceteria,
Carry
member that the foundation of its
She
now.
will
vacation
her
taking
practice ia conforming to nature's
return to her work on the first.

on the
Mrs. Bessie
a' tele- Davis Cash &

from his

H. S. McClenahan of Chicago has
accepted a position with The Candy
Shop as salesman.
It is our business to please you and
make you feel that you are receiving

Cafe.

FREE GUESS

is in Gallup

M&nieyCouhtyRmi

J. H. McAdams, having sold his
Indian trading store at Lukachukai,
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Phenicle have Ariz., has gone to Lampasses, Texas,
as their guest, Mrs. J. R. Whitman, to visit, after which he will return

Joe Purdy, who has been visiting
headquarters at Los Lunas.
here, was fortunate enough to find a
who
going to California
For service that counts insure your tourist
to take a passenger, go Mr.
wanted
and
furniture
life, your house, your
Purdy is now on his way, overland,
auto with Cregar & Collins. Adv.
to San Francisco.
Joseph Artesi is having the Gallup
Meat and Produce building remodeled
shoe store.
George
for a modern
Hight has the contract.

the

,

Houses for rent, furnished or unfurnished. Apply at House 107, wett of
Gallup Cleaners.

Mrs. Dodda, who has been an invalid for many years, is greatly imMr. and Mrs. C. A. Harris are the
proved in health. We hope to see her proud parents of a nine pound baby
out soon.
born
Wednesday
morning.
boy,
Mother and son are doing nicely.
The Aetna Life Insurance Compnny
will go to the mat with any other Life
Lino Hernandez and Mercedes Ro
Company on rates, stability or any- mero of Gallup were married
by
wonthing else. Let us explain this
Schauer on the fourteenth of;
Judge
polderful, low cost, high protection
this month.
McKinley County Abstract &
icy.
Investment Co. Adv.
C. T. Howard left for Pueblo, Colo.,
Mrs. Howard will remain,
Thursday.
condition
Owing to the congested
three weeks with her aunt, Mrs. J. L.
conditions
to
due
of the El Navajo,
Smith.
resulting from the strike, tne weeKty
was
Club
Kiwanis
luncheon of the
Mrs. William Bickel entertained a
held at the City Club. The Catholic
member of her friends with a lunchladies served.
The table
eon party on Thursday.
with sweet
The Thursday club met with Mrs. was cleverly decorated
W. R. Cregar. The Bridge prize was peas in their various shades. Those
won by Mrs. L. N. Cary. Those pres- enjoying the delicious luncheon were:
ent were: Mesdames L. G. Shanklin. Mesdames Sabin, Haberle, Manning,
T. F. Smalling, R. E. Burke, C. C. De Long, Wlillson, Neumunn, Meyers,
Manning, W. 0 .Cornell, F. L. Evans, Muple, Seymour, Henderson, Phenicie,
F. L. Lawrence, L. N. Cary and Mr3. Gaines, Stofer, Burke, Glied, Morris,
Ketner, Charles Sabin, Mrs. Barney
Cregar.
of Phoenix. Mrs. McDaniels of Ft.
Miss
Haberle and Mrs.
The Manhattan Cafe feeds a great Defiance,
Bickel.
many people every day there is a
reason. Adv.
The Missionary Society met with
Wo.lnnsiljiv Mts. L. R. Goehrinif Mrs. L. R. Goehring on Thursday of
.....
this week. After a pleasant afterentertaineu ui. uumci iui
ing and Glenn Emmons whose birth- noon spent with fancy work, refreshThose
date.
same
the
on
ments were served to Mesdames I.. A.
days occur
present were: Miss Genevieve Glass
King, W. B. Cantrell, .1. M. Carman,
and the hostess, Mrs. Goehring, L.
H. A. Spann, J. W. HendrK, II. R.
Glenn Emmons,
Royall Terry, George Hodgson, G. A. Payne,
Smith and John Emmons.
Walthers and Miss Annie Barker.
Leo Leaden

.

Mr. and Mrs. N. J. Rucker left Saturday for their home at Ft. Wingate.
Their son, who has been a patient at
St. Mary's hospital, was able to be
moved home.

West-inghou-

course

Believing that the experience of our
officers will be of service to our customers,
we are pleased to render banking counsel upon
request.
Checking Accounts are invited.

Mr. and Mrs. W.Iliam Wy;er have
as their guests Mrs. WyHrs father
and mother, Mr. and Mrs. Unden of
Albuquerque. Mr. Rizden is coal

col-

if while ho is utill
a
fellow,
you uiKe an rami- -

COMPETENT BANKING
COUNSEL

Adv.

ho

Ie forthcoming

t

Mis Mareraret Sims is visiting her After leaving
ited Mrs. Cantrell's parents in Smith-villfather in Trinidad, Colo.
Tenn. They spent several days
Dr. E. Parke Sellard reports that fishing in the Kennafork river and if
are true, they caught some
he has just received a new shipment reports
fine fish. A day was passed
of latest style nose glasses and shell rather
with Miss Myrtle Taylor in Decherd,
frames. Prices are right. Adv.
Tenn. The trip was rounded up with
mother and
Rev. Clarke, pastor of the Baptist a visit with Doctor's
Tenn.
church of Gallup, held services at father in Minnville,
Cousins last Sunday afternoon. Mrs.
Only the largest and best comClarke and Mr. and Mrs. W JO. Chandler of Galup accompanied him. Quite panies are represented by this agency,
and satisfaca large crowd turned out to hear Rev. assuring you or prompt
tory settlement in ca3e of loss. Chas.
Clarke's sermon.
Phone
W. Davis Insurance Agency.
248. Adv.
On the ninth of this month Cornel
ius H. Ross and Cordelia Dean of
T. D. Boatright has returned from
married by Judge
Winslow were
Mexico. Messrs. Martin and Davis,
Schauer.
who accompanied Mr. Boatright, stopIf your property is worth having it ped over in Nogales, and will return
is worth being protected by an insur- later.
ance policy written by this agency.
J. S. Morrow is greatly improved
"Do it now." Phone, call or write.
Chas. W .Davis Insurance Agency, after an operation at St. Mary's hosAdv. pital. Mr. Morrow expects to be hack
203 W. Coal Ave., Phone 248.
"on the job" shortly.
Mr. and Mrs. James Brown are here
from an overland trip to Albuquerque.
Agency: Equitable Life Assurance
Society.
Insurance that insures,
Charles Pettingil and family of Ran
Protection that protects.
Diego, Calif., are the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. J. E. Grayson.
Mr. PettinCregar & Collins. Adv.
gil and family are making an overMr. nad Mrs. John Wall of Gibson
land trip from San Diego to Centre,
are planning a trip to the Grand CanColo.
They expect to leave Saturday
yon.
Take notice of the number of peo- to be away two weeks. Mr. and Mrs.
Wall are both employed at the Gibson
ple who are taking their daily midday lunches at the Manhattan Cafe store.
and you will come along. Adv.
The G. V. F. D. was called out MonMrs. John Staggs is a patient at day afternoon to help to safety the
canyon,
St. Mary's hospital.
people in Black Diamond
whose lives were endangered through
Mrs. Clovie Dickens was fined $100 the big rise in the rio puerco.
for manufacturing
intoxicating liquor
in Judge Schauer's court.
Take a seat at one of our tables,
look over our menu list, and if you
If you are not one of the many don't find what you want, tell us and
Manhattan
who are pleased with the service of wb will tret it for you.
the Manhattan Cafe, come
along and Cafe. Adv.
you will come again. Adv.
A. J. McMahon is planning to move
H. Hainline and family of Burlingtto Denver, Colo. Mr. McMahon wants
on, Colo., are visiting Mr. and Mrs. to make the change on account oi nis
R. G. Graf.
daughter's health.

Large assortment of New Fall
velvet, duvetvn, nv'tnl-clotvelour and felt Williams Millinery.

i

lists,

whether

he can go
lege.

Miss

I

when

will begin
wonder

Davis is expected

Gertrude Reed, money order
Miss OUie Ward is vacationing in
is
at the Gallup post of fice,Mrs.
Deming and Silver City.
Lnjoying her annual vacation.
Iwing is serving the money
Protect your income, we Bell more
Jder window, and E. F. White is at
coverage in the bettr Health and Acwindow.
delivery
he general
cident line at a less rate. Buy it by
for the month. McKinley County AbWhen you list your property
stract and Investment Co. Adv.
with us you get more action and
County Abstract
l", fuss McKinley Adv.
Air. and Mrs. E. Rnrkhnrt left- Sun
ft Investment Co.
Mr. Burkhart
day for
Albuquerque.
l
..
are en- nau cnurge inf .L.
ine streeti paving.
Mr and Mrs. J. A. Graham
famand
B. Bivins
tertaining Mr. W.
Miss Eleanor E. Quick has been
Texas.
ily of Harper,
confined to her home through illi'er.s
and Triniada from which she is now fully recovered.
Anthony M. Soretto
Bicawere married by Judge Schauer
We can accommodate a few gentleBoth parties are of
on the sixteenth.
men with room and board.
Family
Gallup.
cooking, steam heated rooms, courteous
reasonable
tratcent,
sold four
prices. Mrs.
Cregar & Collins have
H. E. Bluckwell.
See Cregar & Col.
houses the past two weeks. Have you lins.
Adp.
sale ? If so, list with
t house for"Service
that counts.
them for,
Alton Smith is the proud owner of
Adv.
a swollen jaw. He says it is caused
wisdom tooth.
Mr. and Mrs. N. C. Howard from by a
Pueblo, Colo., are visiting Mr. and
Dr. and Mrs. W. B. Cantrell and
Mr. and
Mrs. J. L. Smith this week.
Homer Cantrell are at home after a
Mrs. Howard made the trip overland
vacation of a month spent in Chicago
and report that some of the roads are
and various points in Tennessee.
in very bad condition due to heavy
While in Chicago Dr. Cantrell took a
rainfall.

Your young-ic- r
proli.ililv too

that
young to
I i o n now.
1 u e
But the day will

y.

Mrs. Chas.
home soon.

A jolly
dance was
Impromptu
staged in the lobby of the El Navajo
one night this week. The young people off the trains that were stalled
here at that time joined the local
young folks in making merry.

--

Adv.

S

a-- COLLINS

Mr. Wilcox is erecting a residence
Fourth Avenue..

Mrs. J, B. Arrington left Sunday
for Farmington where she will join
her daughter Constance, who has been
Dean property on Maloney
spending her summer vacation there.
'
Mrs. Arrington and Miss Constance
showing of the smart expect to return to their home in ihis
city in about a week.
" millinery. Williams

bunion was enjoyed.

ary Society at her home on West Mesa
avenue.
Dainty refreshments were
served after an enoyable afternoon
spent in serving. Those present were:
Mesdames Goehring, Hendrix, Terry,
Orr, Ketner, Hodgson, Gustafeson.
Devereau, Wilson, Spann, Carman and
Miss Elizabeth Carman.

luniiitvi&j

Forms CIom Thursday Night
)a

ltSX

On Thursday of lut wmV hw. X
M. Carman entertained the Mission-

Gallup News and Happenings

ariiiiom.

1

Manhattan

Adv.

of
Monday morning a merry party
young people left overland to attend
the Fiesta at Belen. Those going were
J. H. Till and Shanny
Mesdames
V inders and
Meyers, Misses Kathryn
Katharyn Clarke, Gerald Mellinger
and Benny Thomas.

Sunday, a jolly picnic party from
Gallup went out beyond the 'Hay-A
stacks' to the "Natural Window."
pleasant day climbing and exploring
was spent by Misses Georgia Taylor,
and Mary Moore;
Leaden
Anna
Messrs. Sumner Sollitt, Hugh Elston
;
and Tony Paaqualone.
The only exclusive insurance ageacy
in Gallup.. Chas. W. Davis Insurance
AveAgency, phone 248. 203 W. Coal
nue. Adv.

DR. I. W. MERVINE,
Commercial Hotel

Are Your Shoe
Comfortable?
Are your shoes uncomfortable
because of
soles 7

worn-dow-

n

heels and

Worn-dow- n
heels are a men
ace to the health, as they may
cause pains which ' are often

mistaken for rheumatism and
lameness.
Send worn shoes here. I will
repair them so that they will
look like new, and restore all
their old comfort and reliability.
The cost a lot less than you
would pay for new ones,

CITY ELECTRIC
SHOE SHOP
P. A. MAZZA, Prop.

Adv.

The Edioon
Phonographs
Are Without Comparison.
The Highest Achievements in the Art of Musical Reproducing Instruments Are Incorporated
in the EDISON. Prices
right, and many styles to
choose from.

III

EDISON AMBEROL
ARB THE PEER OP LOW PRICED

PHONOGRAPHS

F. W. WUEM
The Finest and Most Complete Stock of Jewelry, Silverware, Jewelry
Flat Watch Repairing aai
Goods, Diamonds in the Southwest
Optical Goods

TRADE WITH THE

C5ty Mairteft
.

And get the best meats that money can buy.
PROMPT DELIVERY

PHONZ

4

V''
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!n)V A MERCHANT CAN INSPIRE
HIMSELF AND EVERYBODY
IN THE STORE
Th man who advertises now is accomplishing
a great many things. First, he is securing a deserved
advantage over his competitors who do not advertise. .Besides this, he is setting an example to the
His adbusiness world of courage and optimism.
tonot
:
"I
know
hm
men
fellow
vertising is saying
what others may do,' but as for me and my house,
rn sick W sitting around waiting. I'm going ahead 1"
6faual and sometimes greater importance
Is
advertising has a reflex action. It
makes the advertiser himself feel better. Every- body in the store is bound to take new heart at this
evidence of positive effort. Everybody is about fed
up with deflation, hard times, retrenchment, can
cellations, closed factories, and calamity howling.
For almost a year we've been
crying, "Let's go!" But conditions were overwhelm
ingly against us until recently. Things are different
now. This time let us say "Let's go !" and really go !

.vt

rTl
TEN REASONS VIIY HOME FOLKS

VIIAT IS ADTERTiSKG?
!Artern'us

Ward "The shortest road to success."
--

ly

Because when you were born it was the home paper
you to the world.
2. When you grew up and graduated at the head of your
about it
class the home paper again gave you a nice write-u- p
3. When later you found your life companion and were
happily married the home paper gave you and your bride a
free complimentary account of the affair.
1.

Sir Thomas Lipton

Lord Macaulay
machinery."

"A business, not a chance."

"The

steam

of

business

"An enormous power and the
best substitute for the mint."
W. E. Gladstone

DON'T SHOOT THE EDITOR!

thefttjht

half-hearted-

i
i

SUPPORT THE HOME PAPER

-

i

I

-

YOU MAY NEED HIM
Don't shoot the editor you may need him next
week, counsels the Sedgwick (Kan.) Pantagraph,
explaining : "A town without a newspaper is a freak,
a wonder, not to say a misnomer, yet in many instances a newspaper is the least appreciated of any
institution in the place. It is taken as a matter of
course, like the sunshine."

that introduced

4. When sickness and misfortune invaded your home, the
sad news was distributed among your friends and relatives
through the medium of the home paper.

When you have been successful in life or had been
promoted to some inportant position, perhaps it was the home
paper that heralded your ability.
6. If you sold out and removed to some other location, the
home paper followed and brought the news from friends and
5.

neighbors.

When some unscrupulous person tried to injure your
character, it was the home paper that came to your aid.
8. Because the home paper boosts your town and its institutions, its people, its schools, and churches, and helpi to
promote good fellowship throughout the community.
9. Because the live merchants advertise their most attractive goods and best or lowest bargains in the home paper,
which if bought may save you many dollars.
10. And Inst, when you are finally laid away to rest in
your silent grave the home paper donates much space in giving
your relatives and friends a complete history of your past life,
extolling your excellent qualities and passing over many human
frailties.
7.

II
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WAHT ANYTHING?
1

If you want anything or have
anything anybody else wants,
why not place a "Want Adv."
in our "Want Adv. Column?".

IJ

'it

GOING TO BUILD?

A HOUSE
A GARAGE
A BARN or
Do a Little Repairing?

Your local paper will help
you sell or buy4 anything you

want

;

All "Want Advs." are cash
in advance. Count 6 words to
the line, and pay 10 cents per
line each insertion.

Contractor can have this
space he needs it in his business A number of buildings
are being planned.
A

I.

J

CHARLES AUSTIN BATES SAID:

THE POWER OF THE PRINTED WORD

DOES IT PAY TO ADVERTISE?

"WORK THEM HARD"

hi

s

terminus of a Third Avenue elevated road
The down-tow- n
ia exactly opposite the entrance to an Eai t River bridge. As
one comes down the stairway from the elevated, or conies out
of the bridge entrance, he is met by a number of newsboys,
each one crying his paper, and at the same time holding out
hi hand in the hope of receiving the paper with which you
are through. These papers are cither sold again or are re
turned to the newspaper office aj unsold copies.
There is as much difference in the methods of these news.
boys as there is in those of business men who advertise. Some
of the boys push to the front and seem to catch the eye of
almost everybody. There is another kind of boy, who stands
a little in the background, but who still reaches out his hand.
Out on the edge are some of the smaller, weaker and less
energetic boys, and beyond them are some who take no interest
in the proceedings at all, who receive few papers and sell few.
The boy who asks oftenest and keeps most persistently in
the foreground is the boy who gets the most papers.
The advertiser who keeps his business prominently before
people and aska persistently and often for their trade is the one
who wHl get the most business.' The man who is nearly as
energetic will get the business that is left, and the one who
stands around on the edge, with his hands in his pockets, may
very reasonably and justly expect to get "what the boy shot at"

:
i

Advrtiinff. reduced to its lowest term, is merely asking
TMwinla for their trade.
That's ail there is of it. A business man
wants trade in some particular line. If it is a good line, and
if be understands it and runs his business properly, it is only
a ouestion of asking enough people and asking them often. In
the dull season, when only comparatively Tew people are
buying anything, the advertising effort should be increased ai
thm number of oossible buvers decreases. It is easier to sell $10
worth of goodi among a thousand people than it is to sell that
much among one hundred people. If there are only one hundred
to work on, work them bard.

i

Pictures mould these abstract ideas
into concrete visualizations, with the
warmth and color and form of life; clar
ify the messages so that even those who
stop to glance, may comprehend.

Just as the sun, he great source of
power on earth, radiates heat and light,
so the printed word sows broadcast
thoughts as essential to the advancement
of civilization as the sun's rays are to
existence.

PHONE 95
THE

GALLUP HERALD
FOR WHAT YOU WANT

me bun a iew gooa people m tne worm

yiuc
who in
all seriousness ask

does it PAY to advertise?
'
t0
the LAND does it
UTILIZE
Bv1:oeitpay
1$ t0 EXERCISE your GIFT of SPEECH does it
in PAT PRPAn1)
.ff rtilizine is to soil what speech is to
UNDERSTANDING what food is to the BODY,
advertising is to BUSINESS
The value of advertising is now almost
conceded were this not so, there is no dearth

If

ttxtvrI
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THE GOODS

LIVERS

TTouveis
it has

a

RECOGNIZED,

ESTAB- -

PROVEN ITS FITNESS TO LIVE
Aoout everybody now believes that it pays to
"1C wno approve tne
general ivn--,
hesitate to apply it to THEMSELVES.
"
nuvei using, ail ngni ' lor me
other fellow but would
it PAY ME?
...
TVin TPTTT?
a"swer to mis is it your calling is
oyUAKb if you are eniraired in a hnainess that
would stand to GAIN
about
by letting people KNOW
J U III GTl
......
n il r nilflirtAnn
ntiAnrm
"reM to" lwe xiijr
i x aoli ITi navei- tised
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not every method would fittingly
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tnat there
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The Clubman's
View
Br JOHN PALMER

j

Ilunl"
Selfish old millionaire, am
minted
Edgar Ayplejolia. as he
ln th0 club
looked bis dollar
"Well, let aie iut It to you
wladow.
as
Knight, Jepson. I'm as charitable a
men, I hope, and when I see
IT

"jdrt

I'll open iny
at, wide. distress
But my experience is
pockets
That's why
Tte always been fooled.
s
tight."
IV
drawn my
Be shifted tils cigar from one side of
til mouth to the other.
"You see, Jepson," he continued,
society
Organization
tie Charity
Ukes caro of the really deserving
cues, and I subsidize them yes, you'd
be lurprlsed if you knew how much
And I have
1 contribute every year.
nohelped deserving cases too. But
to Impose on Edgar
body's going
Applejohn again In this land of
of real

purse-string-

work-for-alU- "

"That's all right," answered Jepson,
charities
"but what the organized
don't cover is cases where the deserving poor are prevented from applying
for aid by reason of pride; special
rules
cases, too, where the ordinary
doa't apply.
I know of one such
cue."

Tell

"

the girl's hand "and flea, -- ducki" he
yelled to the taxi man.
And as Jepson clambered in and the
ctt rolled away, he turned to his companion with a savage snarl.
"You faker!" he yelled. "Why didn't
you say at first the woman was
black?"
Rifles of British Army.
In the British army, in 18m, the
Snider breech action was adopted as a
means of converting the existing
rifles Into
The
Snider was first used In the Abyssinian campaign of 1807. It was a
expedient, to be used while a
better weapon was being devised.
This came ln 1877, when tne Martlni-Ilenr- y
was Issued to the regular army,
a very efficient weapon, with a filling
block breech action.
In 1802 the British army was
with the
which was later Improved
under the name of the
and this latter weapon was used In
the World war.
d

breech-loader-

y

Good Roads Organization.
The American Uoud liuilders' Association Is the oldest and largest organization for good roads In the Ual
ted States.

NOTICE OF VACCINATION
School Children of McKinley
County.

me," Applejohn grunted.
"Picture a woman, young, pretty,
Public notice is hereby given
refined, modest manwith a gentle,
to parents that all children bener. She loved and loved too trustfThe scoundrel abundoned her tween the age of six and sixully.
Ud disappeared leuvlng her with the teen years, who have not prechild, a boy whom she Idolizes.
viously been successfully vac"He Is now seven years old. During
cinated, must be vaccinated
lived
those seven years the mother has
small-po- x
before being
for him alone.
She worships him. She against
has great ambitions for him, dreams of admitted to school.
Attention is directed to Secending him to a university, and all
that Of course those dreams will tions 28, 29, Chapter 85, Laws
never be realized. But still, they give of 1919, which provide penalher happiness.
ties for failure to comply with
Jep-o- a
"For seven years, Applejohn"
these instructions.
his
on
laid hla hand impressively
Vaccination may be done by
friend's shoulder, "that mother has
licensed physician, the
toiled for her boy, She has taken ln any
school
earns
still
and
believe
nurse, or the County
she
I
washing,
her living at the tub.
In fact, she Health Officer,
waahes for my wife, and that Is how
Parents are advised to have
the case came under my notice.
She all children vaccinated on or
li proud, but she has sunk all pride
before the fourth day of Sepfor her boy's sake, and thankfully acas the law will be rigtember,
cepts small doles."
enforced.
"It sounds too good to be true," said idly
Applejohn.
"It Is true," Jepson insisted. "She
lives In a miserable frame house In
the poorest quarter of the town.
Her
hoy attends the public schools and Is
always well dressed. lie Is a bright,
Intelligent child."
"If that case Is genuine," said Apple-John- ,
"I'll pay for bis education where-

ver the mother wishes, and help her

secure employment of a better nature.
Educated, you say?"
"She Is renned and educated."
"Then lead me to her," said Apple-John- .

"Wait one moment. There Is one
thing against her something of which
I have not told you. Through no fault
of her own this poor
girl Is ostracised.
She is the victim of social laws in
whose making she had no share."
"It's damnable

I"

snorted Applejohn,

whose sympathies were thoroughly
roused. "What's her name?"

"Lizzie."
"Lizzie what?"
"I don't know," Jepson confessed.
"She has sunk so low that she appears
to have
And
dropped her surname.
he never
complains. She goes about
her work smiling, cheerful, and happy
M the day is
long."
"How far does she live from here?"
"About two miles."
"Let's take a taxi," said Apple-John- ,
and while he put on his over-- ,
coat Jepson surveyed him with a cynical mile.
In the taxi Applejohn turned to his
friend and said:
"Say, this isn't one of your Infernal practical
Jokes, Is It, Jepson?"
"The facts are exactly as I have
tated." returned the other coldly.
"Then, by heck !" swore Applejohn.
thamping his Bst upon his knee,. "If
"at girl Is suffering as you say
through no fault of lier own, It's a di.s
Pace to modern America."
Little mme whs said, und presently
the tnxl drew up before a frame
shanty ln the poorest section of the
town.
They got down.
Jopson
knocked at the dnor, and a refined
looking young woman opened it and
tood smiling at them.
From within
me the
prattle of a child.
"Br this is my friend, Mr. Apple-Jokn- ,
Lizzie," said Jepson. "Be is Interested In you, and"
Applejohn's eyes were popping out
.

.
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LEGAL PUBLICATIONS.

and
recovered
judgment
against the defendants, J, F. Clarke,
and Bessie Clarke, in the sum of
Eight Hundred ($800.00) Dollars, together with interest thereon at the
rate of 10 per annum, from the 13th
day of December, 1921, together with
an additional
amount of Eighty
($80.00) Dollars, as attorney's fees
and all court costs of the herein cause
and the charges of the Receivership
herein, and obtained also a decree of
foreclosure of a mortgage against all
of the said defendants and the defen
dant Nora Chittenden, upon the land
and real estate hereinafter described,
and sought and obtained the appointment of a Receiver to receive the
rents, issues and profits of said mortgaged land and premises, and for the
purpose of selling the same at the
time and in the manner hereinafter
directed, which said judgment is
the
dated the 3lst day of July,
undersigned Receiver will, on the 5th
day of "September, 192'J, at the hour
of 10:00 o'clock A. M., at the front
door of the McKinley County Court
House, at Gallup, New Mexico, in
obedience to the said judgment and
order of sale, sell to the highest bidder for cash, the following described
Lots
land and real
estate,
Forty-fou- r
(44), and Forty-fiv- e
(45),
in Block "E" of the I. H. Ford Subdivision, to the Town of Gallup, as
the same is surveyed and platted of
record, also Eleven (11) feet and four
(4) inches of Iot numbered Two (2),
and all of Lots numbered Three (3),
Four (4), Five (5), and Six (6) in
Block "N" of the Sunnyside Addition
to the Town of Gallup, New Mexico,
according to the plat thereof on file
in the office of the County Clerk and
Recorder of the County of
McKinley and State of New Mexico,
together with all and singular the
lands, tenements, hereditaments and
appurtenances thereunto belonging to
or in anywise appertaining, and the
reversion, reversions, remained or remainders, rents, issues and profits
thereof.
D. W. BONTEMS,
Receiverto
(1572) 4t.

tomey's fees, all as made and provided in that certain promissory note
in the complaint in the above entitled
numbered cause described, and for the
further purpose of foreclosing thnt
certain chattel mortgage securing the
payment of said promissory rote and
of even date therewith,
The
14th day of February, 1921, such
mortgage having been, on the 14th
day of February, 1921, at the hour of
2:45 o'clock P. M., filed for record and
duly entered according to law, into
the register of chattel mortguM,
Volume One, page 25, of the Records

sought

-
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
U. S.
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M,
July 28, 1922.
Notice is hereby given that Albert
M. Butler, of Gallup, N. M., wh), on
March 30th, ll)2l, made
Enlarged
Homestead Entry, No. 03803S, for
WV4, Section 24,
Township .13 N.,
Range 18 W., N. M. P. Merid-in- .
has filed notice of intention
tion to make three year proof, to establish claim to the land above deIt. W. BROSE,
scribed, before U. S. Commissioner, at
N. M.. on
County Supt. of Schools. r.nlliin McKinlcv Countv. 11122.
the 4th day of September,
1.
Claimant names as witnesses.
Fred Carr, of Gallup, N. M.; Man-soFOOL'S PARADISE
Jones, of Gallup, N. M.: Mrs.
Manson Jones, of Gallup, N. M.J Sam
to
Siam
e
feet
from
Twenty-fivof Gallup, N. M.
SJn.'Vi
stiirtlinif ireo- - Danoff,
unia th
A. M. BERGERE,
irruntuVnl iiimn nrrnmnlished bv leav
Register.
De
B.
Cecil
ers in "Fool's Paradise,"
to
(154D) 5t.
Mines newest Paramount picture,
which comes to the Rex Theatre next
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Thursday.
of the Interior, U. S.
Fur on the same stage at rara-foun- DepartmentOffice
at Santa Fe, N. M,
Innd
the interior
1022.
28,
a
July
with
of a Siamese temple
yawning
Notice is hereby given that Daniel
pit in which reptiles awaited the sa- Marti nor nf Sun Mateo. N. Mcx.. who.
there
a
crificewhile but
step away
2, 11)19, mnde Homestead En
was a colorful tantina of an oil town on Oct.
No.
037927, Tor Lots 1, Z, 3, 1, ana
the
try,
and
Mexico
on the border between
RV4 Vi'Vi, Section 18, Township 13 N.,
United States.
who Range 8 W., N. M. P. Meridian, has
The hero is a young
to make three
nil in the nil fields. Callti- - filed notice of intention
l.,c,.a
claim to the
to
establish
Proof,
he
year
French
duncer,
vateJ by a famous
before U. S.
above
land
described,
ner
of
is blinded at one
performances
at Grants, Valencia
hv nn ovtilnsiivp Hpur the Sift of a Commissioner,
N. M., on the 7th day of SeptemCo.,
the
Filled
remorse,
with
cantina girl.
ber, 1922.
girl nurses and conies to love the
Claimant names as witnesses:
man
and he is nappy peiievmK our
Procopio Sandoval, of San Mateo,
Sitfht
l..n(.ni urhnm yhn mimics.
of San
N. M.; Luciano Martines,
trick
the
at
is
angered
restored, he
Martinez, of
N.
Ignacio
Mateo,
M.j
love.
nis
nrst
and flees in search ol
N. M.j Serafin Martinez,
dra-f- i San Mateo,
Finding her in Siam, a series of
M.
inci.lunta nrnvp her shallow of San Mateo, N. M.
BERGERE,
A.
the
to
back
him
churacter and bring
Register.
in
misfornis
loved
him
who
woman
to
(1550) fit.
tune.
To interpret this story, written by
niv nnd Sada Cowan, In the District Court Within and for
n.,ii, Monu Leonard
Merrick's "The
the County of McKinley and
suggested by
State of New Mexico.
Laurel an dthe Lady," Mr. De Mille
secured such excellent players as Dor- The Gallup State Bank,
a corporation,
othy Dalton, Mildred Harris, Conrad
Plaintiff,
r.,oi Tha.utiira Kntilnff. John David- No. 1921.
vs.
son and Julia Faye. The production
Lee
Brazos,
is in every respect mugnuiceui..
Defendant.
NOTICE OF SUIT.
PUBLICATIONS.
LEGAL
NOTICE OF SUIT TO THE ABOVE
NAMED DEFENDANT:
You, Lee Brazos, the above named
In the District Court Within and for
ana defendant are hereby notified that
the County of McMniey
suit has been filed by the above
st.iti of New Mexico.
named plaintiff and is now pending
The McKinley County liank,
defendagainst you, the above named
a corporation,
of McKinley
Court
the
District
in
ant,
Plaintiff.
No. 1805. County, New Mexico, snid suit being
numbered 1921 on the Docket of said
J. F. Clarke, and Bessie Clarke,
court.
ivauz-larihusband and wire, lony
That the objects of said suit are for
Frank Kauzlaric, J. J.
the
purpose of the above named plainand
Chittenden,
Nora
Chittenden
tiff
obtaining from you the inabove
Defendants.
the
named
defendant, judgment
MASTER'S
SPECIAL
NOTICE OF
sum of Seven Hundred
principal
SALE.
0
($787.50)
hpbitbv filVEN. that Eighty Seven andwith interest
thereon
of
Dollars,
together
an
order
of
virtue
under and by
from
annum
10
of
rate
at
the
per
01
tne
aay
uiy,
the court, dated
num- - the 31st day of December, 1921, and
and
ntwiva
moo
anfitled
ftto
in
10MII
"'"
"
sum of 10
nn no. tvhih
....... la a unit or action together with the further
uercua wuw,
as at- interest
and
said
of
principal
named
above
plaintiff
wherein the
n

8-- 5

d

5

c,

tj

'p

LEGAL PUBLICATIONS.

LEGAL PUBLICATIONS.

t:

of said McKinley County, New Mexico, and the property described in and
covered by said chattel mortgage sold
as may be ordered by tha court for
the satisfaction of said indebtedness,
evidenced by said promissory note,
bf.th principal, interest and attorney's
fees, and costs of the herein cause.
And you are further notified that
unless you enter or cause to be entered, your appearance in said cause
on or before the 11th Hay of September, 1922, judgment will be rendered
in said cause against you by default,
and the relief prayed for will be
granted.
The name of plaintiff's attorney is
II. C. Denny, whose Post Office ad
dress is Gallup, New Mexico.
C. M. ROUSE.
Clerk, District Court,
McKinley County, New Mexico.
eai oi iiiscrii i iuurn.
First Publication, July 29th, 1922.
Last Publication, August 19, 1922.
to
(1542) 4t.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
July 28, 1922.
Notice is hereby given that Richard
..l.J -- 1 D
IT Dl.
k XT M ...Un
on April 9, 1917, made Add. Homestead
Entry, No. 031524, for NW54J SW
14, TownNE4j NEK SWtt, Section
ship 10 N., Range 1 W., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make three year Proof, to establish claim to the land above described,
before U. S. Commissioner, at 'amah,
McKinley Co., N. M., on the "th day
of September, 1922.
Claimant names as witnesses:
O. F. Lewis. F. A. Merrill. Jim
Nelson, J. F. Mean, all of Ramah,
N. M.
A. M. BERGERE,

HERALD WANTS
FOR QUICK

actio:

i

(1551) fit.

5

to

kW

191:2.

lM

FOR SALE Fine ' Indian Tradtag
store, stone buildings, corrals, gas
engine, well of water, ten acres under
miles front
Twenty-fiv- e
cultivation.
Gallup. A bargain. Dissolving Partnership. Address Albuquerque, New

Register. Mexico.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. S,
Und Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
Aug. 9, 1922.
Notice is hereby given that Rafael-it- a
Chavez de Garcia, of San Fidel,
N. M., who, on April 24, 1917, made
homestead entry, No. 028320, for
NVi, Section 12, Township 7 N.,
Range 10 W., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make three
year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before U. S.
Commissioner, at Seboyeta, Valencia
Co., N. M., on the 20th day of Sep

tember,

'
SDVBITIBINO SATIS I
fcMft
rVr I point trpt I In. 10 nti
flanHaa S Mlk W Ua. Ch BM OS
arafttl
b
m4
onto.
OMipanr
ImntoM waatM. ..

P. O. Box 373.

house furnished
FOR RENT
with coal, wood, lights and watsr
included. Infuire at 606 Maloney avenue.

-tf

FOR RENT Two rooms. One room
suitable for liKht housekeeping. Call
phone No 272.

FOR SALE General merchandise
store, good location, good business,,
small settlement, close in. Address.
Gallup Herad.

FOR RENT One
unfurnished. Sunnyside.

dwelling,
Apply to 10s

Malone avenue.

Claimant names as witnesses:
FOR RENT Store building in good
T. H. Garcia, of Grants, N. M.j
at Paris. Shoe
location.
Inquire
In the District Court Within and for Luberto Gallegos of Grants, N. M.j Store and Shop, Third street, next to
Frank Garcia, of San Fidel, N. M.j Odd Fellows Hall.
the County of McKinley and
relipe Trujiilo of Grants, M. M.
State of New Mexico.
General helper for InWANTED
A. M. BERGERE,
Demetrio Baca,
dian trading store. Able to cook and
Register.
Plaintiff,
bake bread. Good opening for reliato
No. 1920 (1593) 5t.
vs.
ble man. Apply R. G. Webb, care C
Lena Buckman Baca,
N. Oottnn Co.
Defendant.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE OF SI' IT 'TO THE ABOVE Department of the Interior, U. S.
FOR SALE Dodge Touring Car,
NAMED DEFENDANT.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., newly overhauled, new battery, new
above
the
Buckman
Lena
Baca,
You,
Aug. 9, 1922.
dutch, new tires and new top, only
named defendant, are hereby notified
o
Notice is hereby given that
275 cash. Address: P. O. Box 218.
that suit has been filed by the above
N.
M., ( I lor).
Sandoval, of San Mateo,
named plaintiff and is now pending who, on June 14, 1922, made Home
SALE Nice broilers, spring
against the above named defendant in stead Kntry, No. 030374, for Lots 3, FOR
the District Court of McKinley Coun 3, SVi NWt4, Section 4, Township 17 ' chickens, squabs, young rabbits,
tv. State of New Mexico. saiJ suit North. Ranee 8 West. N. M. P. ftlerid fresh eggs, go to Mountain View
being numbered 1920 on the docket of inn, has filed notice of intention to Poultry Farm, or phone 203-- 2 R. 89-t- f
snid court.
make three year Proof, to establish
WANTRntR.honie nower steam"
That the eeneral objects of s.iiil claim to the land above described, besuit are for an absolute divorce from fore U. S. Commissioner, at Grants, engine. Notify Gallup Steam Laun
the nbove named defendant on the Valencia Co., N. M., on the 20th day dry company.
eroi'tids of abandonment.
of September, 1922.
FOR RENT Large cool room, suitVou are further notified tnnt
Claimant names as witnesses:
able for gentleman. Call phone 299
'
Dumero Carlello, of San Mateo,
you enter or cause to bo yi.t.-rcvtnr annearaiice in said cniise, on or New Mexoco; John Tucker, of
before the 11th day of September,
To trade 80 acres of IrNew Mexico; Harvey Tucker,
WANTED
1!22. iui anient wi
be rendered in Elias Montoya, of Thoreau, New Mexland in Colfax county. New
rigated
said cause against you by default and ico.
Mxico, for real estate in Gallup or
the relief prayed for will be granted.
M. BERGERE,
Inquire of owner, 208
Albuquerque.
,A.
The name of plaintitt s attorney is
8. Puerco Drive.
Register,
Ad
H. C. Dennv. whose Post Office
to
(1594) fit
WiMTF.n Turn lanitnra for Gal.
dress is Gallup, New Mexico.
seal
Witness my hand and official
lup public schools. Apply to Roy L.
PROFESSIONAL
at Gallup, New Mexico, this 22nd day
White, superintendent.
of July, 1922.
FOR R V. NT Ma nrl v finished and
U. Ol. KUUOC,
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
inquire si
Clerk District Court,
nicely furnished rooms,
Practice Limited to:
loo uoal avenue.
McKinley County, New Mexico.
y
Diseasea and
(Seal of District Court).
Indian
WANTED- Exnpriencad
to
Diseases of the Shin
(1541) 4t.
Wasserman Laboratory in Connection trader for manager of trading post.
on Navajo Indian Keservacion, a.
PHONE 866
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
li. Schuster Company, HoiDroon, Ari
Citizens Bank Building
Notice for Publication.
zona,
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
State Timber Sale.
Sale No. 1934.
To hear from owner of
WANTED
M..f,V.a (a h..rhv crivpn that DUrSU- farm for sale. State price. Mrs. W
JOHN WITT HENDRIX
ant to the provisions of law and regBooth, Box D, Hipark, Des Moines,
ulations of the State Land Office, the
Iowa.
of The Methodist Churcfe
Pastor
Commissioner of Public Lands will
Residence 300 3rd Street.
offer for sale at public auction to the
Phone No. 288.
PROFESSIONAL.
Mahout nnrl Wt hidHpr at 9 o'clock
A. M., on October 10, 1922, in the At Home in the Study 8 to 11:30 A. M
And 7:00 to 8:30 P. M.
town of Gallup, County of mciumey,
State of New Mexico, at the front
At Your Service At All Hours.
the
of
door of the court house, all
dead timber standing and down and
all green timber having a diameter illlllillllliliiiiiilMllllilllllllllllilliiillllllllllllllllll'
of 12 inches or more inside the bark
McKinley County Bank Building
three feet from the butt, on the following described land:
DENTIST
Section
NV4, SWV4, Ntt SE'4,
GALLUP, NEW MEXICO
24, T. 11 N., R. 16 W., N. M.
Over Wurm't Jewelry Store
Per-fect-

un-I-- sr

d

-tf

Blue-wate-

r,

2

Genito-Urinar-

9

1

S. MORROW
Accountant

J.

i J.R. GAINES

I

P. M.
5
Cllup, N. M.
There is estimated to be 350,000 SiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirl
availtimber
feet, board measure, of
able for cutting on said land. No bids
will be accepted for less than $2.00
F. W. WURM

n M
Nn one will be
permitted to bid who has not prior
to time set for sale oeposicea wua me
Commissioner or his agent in charge
of the sale the sum of $300.00 to cover
costs of advertising and incidental expenses and as part payment on purchase price of said timber. Deposits
bidders will be reof unsuccessful
turned but the successful bidder's de- payposit will be held and applied in
find

EDMUND R. FRENCH
Member Bar:

.f

On
otrarfiamtf fVnpnsPfl
first payment for said timber. One
third of the amount offered by the
successful bidder must be pnid at time

of sale, and such successful bidder
will be required to enter into a contract providing for the payment of the
balance in equal payments in one and
two years thereafter, with proviso
that payment shall in all cases be
made in advance of cutting, no timber to be cut until payment shall
have been made for same. Further
information concerning this sale may
be obtained upon inquiry of the Commissioner of Public Lands. The right
to reject any and all bids is reserved.
N. A. FIELD,
Commissioner of Public Lands.
to
(1543) llt-7-29

Fitted

by Specialist

Office:

MARTIN

GALLUP, NEW MEXICO.

Supremo Court Units

States, supreme uourc

if

Eyes Examined and Glasses

'

Lawyer;
ox

now

Mexico.
MB Coal Avenue.

ft CHAPMAN,

Attorneys-At-La- w

OFFICES.

DR. MERVINE

Gallup, Naw Mexico.

Osteopathic Physician

DR. E. PARK 3ELLARO

i

ACUTE and CHRONIC
DISEASES
COMMERCIAL

Registered Optometrist
Latest Equipment for Properly1 Test--'
lng Eyas
POSTOFFICE BUILDING

HOTEL

M. IL ELLISON
DXNTE3T.

r

RUIZ

A OVERSON

Attorneys-At-La- w

,

Practice in all CourU of
Mexico and Arlxona

Nw

-

f

st

Csltna CUale.
to U A. H, t ta P. H.
Hoars:
Saadsys sad framings by Affair

t
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'
You, Mr. Tenant, have received many such notice.
Was it convenient for you to move? Did you ever buy a
bill of groceries and pay for them with Rent receipts?

Several Cottage Heights lots that are ideally located
for sale at convenient prices and terms.
We operate an Employmnt office for your dollars,
put them to work on some of income properties paying
12 per cent Net.

complete and is
at 1922
priced
.

Remember, We Write ALL Kind of Insurance,
in a Clean, Sound, Business Way.

F!CC3

Let

McKINLEY COUNTY ABSTRACT &
S
I CopaervatWe
INVESTMENT CO.

Ui Show You

L. G. CHANKLIN
Furniture
Earftrtr

OC3IAII SHAKE
DAIXE AUGUST 26
(Continued from Column 2, Page 1).
stained soft rosy brown. Their jaws
and duns are painted black, the mouth
broadly outlined with white. A brown
year with
kilt, freshly painted each
black outlined
the serpent symbol in sash
of many
brown
with white,
leather strips, pendant fox skin, ratthe knees, mocassins top-m- 4
tle) below
with skunk fur, these are the
hfef fcaturea of their dress. Some
of them carry feather wands of the
whole effect
une brownishd hue. Theearthen
crea1 of
tures in brown and black and white.
They take their places in front of
the Antelope priests and with them
chant and wave their wands for many
minutes. The music seems to prow
wilder . Suddenly it breaks. The
Snake priests separate. One of them
kneels in front of the kisi, reaches in
and pulls out a snake. He grips its
Beck with his lips so that its head protect little beyond his left jaw, and
If it is a large snake, six or seven
feet long, be grasps its body with his
hands. Meantime, . another priest,
ha
taken his
With fttber-wan"place st the dancer's right, places hishand on the dancer's left shoulleft
I
U
A
l
i
i.l. . l
per, ana wrtn me
with!
Together,
fL&l
high, rythmic .U-p- , they .tart around
thm rnrt. A third Driest, also with!
falls in behind.
the feather-wanThus the whole fraternity forms intj
groups of three faster than words can
oeerribe. and are making the circle
of the dance. Every time they cross
wildly-animate-

d.

ROAD WAGES ARE DECREASED
'

ureau of Public Roada
Chart Giving Interesting
of Conditions.
,

7ITH
THE

FUNNY
MEN

rain-pray- er

Grab-coin-

(Freptf

m

."v
pretty well

vmvii.

are

f

meal-sprinkli-

scared
and
ml)ch poj.on )efu

chart prepared

A

SURVEYS

r

"You couldn't Interest him In a
proposition like that. He traveled with
he football team."

After
h
all, there's something on their side in
Beyond Recall.
thia affair. But l don't Know.
Caller 'Kre, mister, If I gets a
Travelers
It'a a great spectacle.
restitution of conjugal rights against
come from Europe to see it, for Eurmy 'unhand, can the luw make 'lm
has
it.
Neither
like
has
nothing
ope
in wild come buck to me?
it
Africa
Asia.
equal
may
kakw
CUt wm wn
mi n iinnn IsSa hnnnl.
nrimiHvil flnVRCrpfV. hut not In reliiT- Lawyer We could get a decree to
These beau fall as regularly as those !... .ioniinanpa ft 1H (he fltllv rite that effect, madam. Where is your
drum and keep perfect time to of its kind in the whole world nnd
of
htmliand?
the aong of the Antelope. Both move-mer- less than four hundred miles from
Culler 'E's doln' a life sentence.
and song are swift and w iltl.
d,

x

DR. CANTRELL HOME
FROM CHICAGO
Dr. W. B. Cantrell, accompanied by
Mra. Cantrell and brother Homer,
have returned home after their visit
cast. Mrs. Cantrell and Homer visited with home folks in Tennessee,
and Dr. Cantrell attended post graduate course in modem surgery in Chicago. Dr. Cantrell proposes to attend
annually the Chicago surgical institute so as to keep abreast o the latest
methods of modern surgery.

Better

In making

SPURS HER AMBITION
Mayor Why do you wish to be
appointed movie censor? . There's
lots of work and no sslary to the Job,
Mrs, Filmhound Oh I'm not afraid
of the work, a And, besides, I'm just
craty to se the pictures that have
4o be suppressed.
Complaint of Rant

REX THEATRE PROGRAM
FOR NEXT WEEK
THURSDAY
Cecil DeMille's Production,

SUNDAY
Msck

Bennett Production,

THE CROSS ROADS OF
NEW YORK."
Christie Comedy,
"IT WAS EVER THUS."
WEEKLY NEW8 .
MONDAY
Repeating
THE CROSS ROADS OF
NEW YORK."

"FOOL'S PARADISE."
Snub Pollard Comedy,
"THE BOW WOWS."
PRICES 25 Bnd 60c.

FRIDAY
Repeating
"FOOL'S PARADISE."

TUESDAY
Gartth Hughe Production,
"GARMENTS OF TRUTH."
Bull Montana Comedy
(3 reels),
"A LADIES' MAN."
WEDNESDAY

SATURDAY
J. P. McGowan in
"THE RUZE OF THE

RATTLER."
Christie Comedy,

,

aTme'nTS OF TRUTH"
and "A LADIES' MAN."

.

"Fair

Enough."
WEEKLY NEWS.

HEADLINE
AaeuW Big Picture at the Rex Thursday and Friday, Cecil DeMille

"FOOL'S PARADISE"

Though the world l full of peopl
Who are voU-lndincontent,
Forty-nin- e
of every fifty
of
their rent,
Are complaining

Ruling Passion Strong.
1 have
been to see that
new play of Machln's.
Marie Full of Ideas, isn't It?
Fleiirette Yes: I especially noticed
;
a coat
a skirt of luce,
In a new shade of gray and an orange
with green spots.
funic decorated
Purls La Ilulonette,

Fleiirette

cross-gored-

The Correct Move.
Niece (blushing)Auntie,
what would you do if you learned that
a young man was secretly Inquiring
about your anility us a cook?
Wise Aunt 1 would Immediately
moke secret Inquiries as to hi ability
to provide things to cook, my dear.

Tretty

and

aving will pro,
frcm electioni made here, while
to
ana
parent.
important
intereetmg
particularly

Charming
Gingham Dresses
REMARKABLE VALUES

Smartest, most desirable School
Dresses for children, misses and
growing girls. Variety of attractive
styles made up in plain and checked
ginghams and cotton pongee. They
tub nicely and give splendid service.
You must see these exceptional values
in order to fully appreciate them.
Sizes 2 to 16.

$1.23 to $2.98

Quality Shoes
At Quantity Prices

Footwear for Girls and Boyt
The ieatner and the tanning pro.
cess they pass thru, together with
the hiirh cradp workmnnshin at.
sures QUALITY and STYLE of
tne nignest cnaracter and matcb'

less service.
CHILD'S SHOES (illustrated it
left) are of cordovan, brown kid,
flexible sole, wedge heel. Very

neatly finished

materials are located, samples tested
and Information secured as to accessibility, freight rates, and other factors. This Information Is of permanent
value as supplies are rarely exhausted.
By furnishing a contractor Information an to the location of satisfactory

t,

$1.29 pair

other

'

School Supplies

Children's Hose

At Our Noted
Ink, Carter's

Medium heavy rib cotton.
15c pair
Very durable
Mercerized lisle thread Hose
25c pair
for Misses
Fine rib mer. Hose. Extra
(strength toes and
-- 39c pair
heels
reinrib
extra
Boys'
heavy
forced toes and heels 49c pair

Pencils, 2 for
Pencils, J. C. P.
Pencil Tablets
Pen Staffs

Low Trices!
5c eat
Se

Spec...55c

eack

etc

4c eack

HAIR RIBBONS
We have a large assortment
attractively priced.

School
Blouses

laa

For Boy
Full cut, button cuffs, faced
sleeves, pocket, button waist
band and six - button front.
Stripe
percales, chambrays,
khaki and mercerized
black
sateen. Unusual values.

m

79c
A

Completed

Concrete Road,

materials one element of rUk is removed, and some of the states report
that they hnve definite proof thnt Riirh
service has resulted in decreased bids,
The bureuu of public roads In the
course of its operations has tested
O.(MK)
Home
samples of rock, sand,
gravel, and st!, uiid reports are available giving the location from which
the sample was taken together with
results of tests. There are now C8
laboratories engaged In testing rood
uiuterials und dutu are being rnpidly
accumulated even in states thit are
not at tills time uiuklug an Intensive
survey.

EXTRA KNICKER

Boys' Suits

fii

Stylish, Serviceable, Low Priced
in Twn.K'nickr Suit!
for lioys Suits of dependable quality
and distinctive character Suits that w
word will please exacting
pledpe our
.i. ., .l ,.li;n .l, rivoran1 dealtDig
to be well dressed. An unusually
value for the money you pay.

cor.,

$6.90, $10.90, $14.75
BOYS' SEPARATE KNICKERS
fabrics in attractive

All-wo- ol

LOWER CONSTRUCTION

Decreased Prices Are Indicated
Bids Submitted on Federal-AiHighway!.

In

d

Confirmation of the predicted lower
for rood construction this
year is found in the reports on bid
roads
prices of 286 miles of federal-aireceived by the bureau of public rouds
of the United States Department of
Agriculture.
The average cost per mile of some
of the types of roadway, including the
cost of grading and drainage, were:
78 miles of gravel at $9,150 a mile, 46
miles of concrete at $29,000 a mile,
47 miles of bituminous macadam at
$25,200 a mile, and 23 miles of bituminous concrete at $25,000 a mile.

pattern

appeal to boui
htiva unit tiarents.
Allied Or umiire-AllItlue Serges and Corduroys also.
full size. Made for long service.
and colors

COSTS

that instantly

Trousers .$2.69
Other $1.23, $1.69, $1.98

All-Wo- ol

level prices

-

Kind of Nervous.
"I might give you a Job. You have
been a chorus girl how loug?"
"Ten years."
"You seem nervous about somebody
stepping on your feet."
"Well, I have been acting with

h.

these surveys, supplies

of stone, gravel, sand, slag,

Days.

The bride was found weeping.
"What's the matter?" asked her
mother.
"It's raining on my wedding day,'
sobbed the liride.
"Don't cry," comforted the more ex
perk-neemother. "There'll be other
wedding days.

are day of preparation for parent who u
desirous of having their children return to school wU
i everv reason for outfitting them
Tk
deal of atisf actio
The young folk will derive a great
the

Thee

(Prepared by the tTnfted Statei Department
of Af rlrullnrf.)
Road material surveys now being
made In several states will give contractors a more definite basis for bidding on road work and result In
cheaper costs of construction, says
the bureau of public roads of ttie United States iK'pnrtment of Vlcul,ure-

Albuquerque.

Several times each group of three
makes the circle, and then the dancer
drop the snake. The third member
of the group, the "gatherer," now
brushes the snake with his wand, and
aaiattMg it by the neck swings it high
k the air. Then he drapes it over his
kfft arm ss unconcernedly as a woman
Meantime, his
adjusts a bouquet
two companions, the "dancer" and the
"bugger, have gone on around to the
khrf anH'hav irrarM) annthpr Kcrnent.
And so on and on and around and
around until the "gatherers' have
armfuls of reptiles. Now and then
they hand them to the Antelope

SCHOOL WEAR

LESSEN ROAD COST

at

Circle Step.

Girlo'and Boyo' Savingn

Contractor Given More Definite Basis
for Bidding on Construction of
Highways.

-

-

GALLUP, NEW MEXICO

Ml

er-ta- in

the snakes
after nne days

371 DEPARTMENT STORES

Prepare
Study

br the United Stale Department
of Airlculiure.)
by the bureau of
States DeUnited
the
of
roads
public
the
showing
of
Agriculture
partment
trend of common labor wages on highway construction In various geograph-inic divisions since 1915 presents un
teresting study of conditions during
the period. The price per hour which
in 1015 ranged from 12 cents to 20
62
cents, gradually rose to from 81 to
cents iu UCt) and hus uow declined to
from 15 to 47 ceuts. At the present
time the prices are as follows: 15
cents in the South Atlantic states, 18
cents In the states east of and borderriver
ing the Ohio and Mississippi
and including Alabuma, 24 cents in
the Texas, Arkansas, Oklahoma and
Louisiana group, 26 cents in the states
Included between the Ohio ana Misstates
sissippi rivers, 20 cents In the
m Kanwig and Missouri to the
Canadian border, 36 cents in the
mountain states and 47 cent In the
Pacific (tnte. Fitures for the New
England and Middle Atlantic states
have not yet been completed.
On the chart referred to uie unes
showing the trend in the various
hnvp the some eeneral rise and
fall and croRS each other In only a few
rHIUH A Ifl rticulur exception being In
the states from Kansas and Missouri
north to the border, where the highest
rate of all the groups prevailed up to
1020 and which has since shown the
from
so most marked decrease, dropping
62 cents in l'.CO to 29 cents in March.

Muti whfc twin .hakntlv fold them
over their left arms without losing a
beat in their song. Altogether they
use seventy or eighty ol tne creaiures,
big and little, harmless and poisonous,
whin enakes. bull snakes, rattlers, any
kind of snake.
Finally, almost unnoticed, women
mama fpnm an inner room with nlBCJUeS
of sacred meal and draw a huge white
circle In one comer ol tne coun. men
the lines break, the snakes are thrown
in a heap inside the circle, the women
hastily and timidly sprinkle them
with meal, and as nasiuy aepare. v
of the younger Snake priests dart
in onH nuiTinir n manv reDtiles as
they can hold, daFh to the four direc
A SAD DEFEAT
tions. Far out on tne piain xney
release their loans and their serpent
Jlmmle Whut Is Juck looking
brothers seek their holes and bear
to sad about?
the recently enacted
John His hnbit of saving money
the gods below.
That is all though not quite, lor died down lust Suturdny and he tried
there is the taking of the emetic to open his Iron bank with a hummer,
which the old women have prepared but he only put dents In instead of
from desert herbs and which prevents getting money out. Now lie is afraid
sickness and death from snake bite. to ask his father for the
key to It
It is neither a pretty sight nor dramatic. We will omit it from this de- nnd the only pleasure he can get out
there inevitably of his tmvlngH is to hear them rattle.
scription. Moreover,
....4 invuriuhlv fnlfnwi a aeries of
Laying Down a Barrag.
questions, asked by the uninitiated of
him who nas seen tne uance. ques"Do you hear from your son at coltion and answer run like thiB:
lege?"
.
Q. Don't the snakes bite? A. They
"Early and often," said Mr.
do.
foi
so
"I
mnny
requests
get
7
A.
Q. Do they really use rattlers
money by mall, telegraph and long
They do.
that I hesitate to
Q. Don't
they kill the men they lilrtunce telephone
listen In' with my radio outfit, for
bite? A. They don't.
Q. Well, don't they even get sick? fear I'll hear son's voice making an(Evidently the men are meant.) A. other appeal."
Apparently not at least, not during
the dance.
Has Been About Some
Q. They have pulled their fangs,
"Your boy hus graduated?"
haven't they? A. They have not.
"Yes," said Mr. Grabcoln. "Now he
Q. Well, then, why don't they get wants to go abroad and see something
sick? A. I don't know. I have neard
.
that for many days before the dance of the world."
which the
"Why don't you let him see America
the men use the herb-te- a
first
women prepare. It may be a counter-ilI imagine
o
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HIGHWAYS

We have several homes to sell at less than $500 cash
and balance like rent. Stop thinking about it, do it.
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Pay It Out of Taxes.
Georgia Is planning expenditure of
$75,000,000 for the construction of a
network of highways throughout the
state. The costs are to be paid entirely by tax on gasoline and motor
license revenue.
Highway Cost Per Person.
After deducting the amount paid by
automobiles In license fees, one and
cent per day was the cost
of the American highway to the Individual man, woman and child In this
country last year.
one-tent-

THE GALLUP HERALD
NEWS STAND SALES
When t.hp nrPRpnfc manarro-mfnff
The Gallup Herald took charge, news
siana saies oi ine neraio in liallup
were less than 100 copies per week.
The sales have increased to now
nearly 300 copies pep week. The
Herald is on sale at K. & M.
Drug Store, the Banner Drug Store,
the Harvey House news stand, the
Candy Shop and the Jenpins Drug
Store. Just recently the increase in'
weekly sales have been remarkable.
Some of the news stands have repeatedly called for
During last week we have investigated some of the news stands, looking to a further increase in sales, and
we have this suggestion to offer:
Some of the news stands are not as
watchful of their reading matter as
they can be. We noted that quite a
number go into news stands, pick up
papers, look them over, lay them
down, evidently not finding just what
tv iTi- - r""wu,1 lmt ' not business.
Publisher
place their publications
With news Healer
-- m
ni. h
selling their publications,
new

if

leS
dealers will instruct their
fV,o look out and
k
o,
any one picks up athepubheatwn
sale ot wg
very politely invite
of
publication, sales
be materially increases
publications especially.
We dare say that at least
in Gallup look over The Gallup
every week without news
Pay,nfj FJ
They step up to the over
At
look
HeraTd,
fhe
thcnjpjj"
up
it back. By sucn uum - r
ft,
and the news dealer lose
new
unetitled to ours; and thy
PJJJ
ntitled to theirs. If these
grocery
our
swj
pie would go into
and pick up an apple, or nf'""wn,
and walk out without paying tn
to
they would do an injury
do an m
eery dealers-t- hey
s

Publ'TiS-

-

P$

the publishers by rea ,..,
ana not pay ior wu

fi,
r

Next week we will tell about
medals of th Napoleon
medals now in the POTfe8fJr,XjIar
ward Hart. Mr. Hart's
and an uncle served with naBCTr
in the Napoleonic wars.
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